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EXPLANATORY NEMORANDUM 
A. Background 
The European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training in 
Berlin was set up by Council ~egulation (EEC) No 337/75 of 
10 Februar.y 19751 and the European Foundation for the Improvement 
of Living and Working Conditions in Dublin by Council Regulation 
(EEC) No 1365/75 of 26 May 19752 ~ 
These regulations were adopted before the Treaty of 22 July 1975 
amending certain financial provisions and establishing the 
Court of Auditors came into force. 
As a result, they contain prov-isions which are not ;ln line with 
that Treatyo 
The financial activities of the two bodies eu~e go~e~ed by the 
following Council regulations respectively~ 
Regulation (EEC) No 1416/76 of 1 Jun® 19763, 
Regulation (EEC) No 1417/76 of 1 June 19763~ 
These were adopted before the Fina.n.cial Regulation of 21 December 1977 
applicable to the general budget of the European Communities; they 
i 
are based on the earliex: Fina.ncia.l Regulation of 25 April 1973 .. 
1 
20J L 39, 13.2.1975. 
30J L 139, 30.5.1975. 0J L 164, 24.6.1976. 
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B. The -~h,an,ge,FL,~~ 
The first point to be emphasized is that by and large the rules 
concerning these decentralized bod.ies have worked well., The 
solution proposed by the Commission and adopted by the Council 
after Parliament had expressed a favourable opinion ensures that 
each body has the autonomy it needs while guaranteeing that budget 
procedures broadly similar to those applying to the general budget 
of the Communities are followed, subject to a few exceptions in 
view of the decentralized nature of the bodies concerned. 
Nevertheless these various regulations have to be brought into 
line with the legal situation created by the Treaty of 22 July 1975 
and the F1nancial Regulation of 21 December 1977; the Council and 
especially Parliament, particv.le,rly in the course of the d.:i.scha.rge 
procedure, asked the Commission to submit proposals. 
At the end of 1980 the Commission submitted proposals for the three-yearly 
review of the Financial Regulation. All institutions concerned are aware 
that it is not possible, at the present stage, to foresee the final out-
come of this review- a process which will take a considerable time. At 
• 
this juncture financial provisions for the bodies concerned should not • 
be based on the new Financial Regulation ; subsequent amendments will have 
to be made after revision of the general Financial Regulation. 
The amendments now proposed can be classified as follows : 
1~ Amendments to the basic regulatio~_ (Nos 337/75 and 1365/75) 
The amendments required to these two regulations are limited to the 
following points 
4 
• 
• 
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(i) harnioniza.tion of the provisions concerning the destination 
of the annual report (Article 9 of Regulation No 337/75 and 
Article 13 of Regulation No 1365/75); 
(ii) updating of the provisions relating to the discharge 
(Article 12 of Regulation No 337/75 and Article 16 of 
Regulation No 1365/75). 
2. Amendments to the re~lations containing financial provision£ 
(Regulation No 1416b6 an9:,_ Regulation 1417b6) 
Alignment of the financial provisions governing the budgets of 
the two bodies on the Financial Regulation of 1977 requires 
amendments in six areas~ 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii} 
{iv) 
{v) 
(vi) 
decision-making process for "the ca:rryover of appropriations; 
proced~xal provisions fo~ the submission of propo~ed supplementary 
or amending budgets and letters of amendment; 
f 
provisions relating to proposals and establishment of revenue; 
criteria for drawiv..g up the revenue and expenditure account; 
discharge procedure; 
updating of amounts relating to tenderse 
These are the areas in which the 1977 Fina.11oial Regulation amended 
its predecessor and these amendments must be carried over to the 
financial provisions relating to the bodies in questiono 
The Commission considers that a pragmatic approach is required~ while 
· the financial regulations which currently apply to these bodies draw 
heavily on the Financial Regulation applicable to the general budget, 
there are variations on a number of points of detail. The Commission 
is not, therefore, proposing a literal alignment incorporating all 
the amendments to the 1973 Financial Regulation made in 1977 but 
proposes to deal only with ~hose of substance and ignore minor 
textual variations having no legal significance. \ 
' . 
The Council Decision of 16 December 1980 replaced the ·~t of 
account" in the Financial Regulation by the ECU. 
The place of the "Audit Board" was taken by "Court of Auditors" 
in all the acts concerned by the Treaty of 22 July 19751• This 
substitution requires no formal proposal, since Article 27 of the 
Treaty of 22 July 1975 has already given it legal force • 
... 
* * To assist consideration of this proposal, the Commission has 
attached for information the consolidated text of the four 
regulations which it is proposed to amend, incorporating the 
proposed amendments. 
10J L 359 1 31 December 1977. 
• 
• 
• 
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II (A) Draft Council Regulation 
amending Council Regulation (EEC) N° 337/75 of 10 February 1975, ·on the 
creation of a European Centre for the Development of Vocational-
Training. 
. . 
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PROPOSAL FOR A 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) amending Regulation (EEC) N° 337/75 
on the creation of a European Centre for the Development 
of Vocational Training. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article !35 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Court of Auditors, 
Whereas the Treaty of 22 July 1975, amending certain financial prov1s1ons 
of the Treaties establishing the European Communities and of the Treaty 
establishing a single Council and a single Commission of the Furopean 
Communities, modified the procedure for giving a disqharge to the CommiJsion 
in respect of the implementation of the budget, and the~fore it is approria~ 
to update the procedure for·gjving a discharge to the Ma~agement Board of the)Centr .. 
by reference to the procedure so modified, as set out i~ Article 206b of the~· 
EEC treaty; 
Whereas the Treaty of ~2 July 1975 substituted the Court of Auditors for the A~dit 
· Board in all the texts referring to the Audit Board; 
Whereas it is desirable to provide for the transmission.of the annual general 
repQrt on the Centre to all interested Community bodies; 
. 1 
Whereas it is therefore appropriate to amend Council Regulation (EEC) No 337/75 
accordingly, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
(1) O.J. N° L 39, 13.2.1975, p.1 
• 
• 
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ARTICLE ONE 
Regulation (EEC) No 337/75 is 'hereby amended as follows: 
1. Article 9 :-The text of this article is replaced by the following text 
"The Management Board shall by 31 March at the Latest, adopt an annual 
ge~eral report on the activities and financial situation of the Centre 
and shall submit it to the Community institution~ to the Economic and 
Social Committee, and to the Court of Auditors". 
2. Article 12, (2): 
a) The phrase "to the Commission and" is deletedc 
b) "Article 206 of the Treaty" is replaced by "Article 206a of the "''rreaty". 
" 3. Article 12, (3): The text of this paragraph is replaced by the 
following: 
"The accounts and the report of the Cou~t of Auditorsrtogether ~ith thP 
observations of the Management Board of the Centr~ shall be sent by the 
Centre, by 31 October at the latest, to the European Parliament, the 
Council, the Commission and the Court of Auditors. The European Parliament, 
upon a recommendation from the Council, which shall act by a qualified 
majority, shall give a discharge to the Management Board of the Centre in 
accordance with Article 206b of the Treaty" • 
ARTICLE TWO 
This regulation shall enter into force on the third day following that 
- of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
This regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels 
.. 
.. 
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II (B) Draft Council Regulation 
amending Council Regulation (EEC) N° 1365/75 of 26 May 1975, on the 
creation of a European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and 
Working Conditions. 
. ' 
• 
t 
PROPOSAL FOR A 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) 
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amending Regulation CEEC) N° 1365/75 
. ~ on the creation of a European Foundation for the Improvement 
of Living and Working Conditions 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 235 thereof , 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Court of Auditors, 
Whereas the Treaty of 22 July 1975, amending __ certain fipancial provisions 
• 
of the Treaties establishing the European Communities a~ of the Treaty 
establishing a single Council and a single Commission of~he European 
Communities, modified the procedure for giving a discharge to the Commission 
in respect of the implementation of the budget, and therefore it is appro-
priate to update the procedure for.giving a discharge to tne Administrative ~oard 
of the Foundation by reference to the procedure so modified, as set out in 
Article 206b of the EEC treaty; 
Whereas the Treaty of 22 July 1975 substituted the Court of Auditors for the Audit 
Board in all the texts referring to the Audit Board; 
-, Whereas it is desirable to improve the procedure for the transmission of 
the annual general report on the Foundation to include all Community 
organisations; 
. 1 Whereas it is therefore appropriate to amend Council Regulat1on (EEC) No 1365/75 
accordingly, .. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
C1> o.J. No L. 139, 30.5.1975, p.1 
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ARTICLE ONE 
Regulation (EEC) No 1365/75 is hereby amended as follows: 
1 • Article 13 : 
paragraph 1 
paragraph 2 
The phrase "and shall submit it to the Audit Board" is 
This paragr.aph is replaced by the following : 
deleted 
"After its adoption by the Administrative Board, the director shall forward 
the general report to the Community institutions, ·to the Economic and Social 
Committee and to the Court of Auditors". 
2. Art i cl e 16 : 
; 
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paragraph 2 : a) The phrase "to the Commission and" is deleted • · ·r 
. ~ ' b) "Article 206 of the Treaty 1s replacedbyArticle206aoftheTreaty"~.; 
paragraph 3 : The text of th~s paragraph is replaced by the following : 
"The accounts and the report of the Court of Auditors, together with the 
observations of the Administrative Board of the Foundation, shall be sent 
by the Foundation, vy 31 October at the latest, to the European Parliament, 
the Council, the Commission. and the Court of Auditors. The European 
Parliament, upon a recommendation from the Council, which shall act by a 
qualified majority, shall give a discharge to the Administrative Board of 
the Foundation in accordance with Article 206b of the Treaty". 
ARTICLE TWO 
This regulation shall enter into force on the third day following that of 
its publication in the Official Journal of· the European Communities. 
This regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels 
applicable 
.. ··-· 
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II (C) Draft Council Regulation 
amending Council Regulation (EEC) N° 1416/76, of 1 June 1976~ on the 
financial provisions applying to the European Centre for the Development 
of Vocationa~ Training • 
PROPOSAL FOR A 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) 
- 12 -
amending Regulation <EEC) N° 1416/76 
on the financial provisions applying to the European Centre 
for the Development of Vocational Training 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 209 thereofp 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) N° 337/75 of 10 February 1975 
establishing a European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training, (1~ 
as amended by Regulation (EEC) No · /81 2p 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Court of Auditors, 
Whereas it is expedient that the financial provisions gcverning the Centre 
should approximate as close~y as possible to the provisionsof the Anancial 
Regulation applicable to the general budget of the European Communities . , 
Whereas the Financial Regulation of 25 April 1973 with which these provisions 
were aligned was replaced by the inancial 1egulation of 21 December 1977 
applicable to the general budget of the European Communities (3), as Last 
I 
amended by the Financial Regu~ation of 16 December 1980 (4); 
(j) O.J. N° L39 13.2.1975, p.1 (2) . . 
(3) O.J. No L356, 31.12.1977, p.1 
(4) O.J. No L345, 20.12.1980, p.23 
••• ! ••• 
• 
• 
, 
• 
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Whereas the Treaty of 22 July 1975, amenaing~ certain financial provisions 
of the Treaties establishing'the European Communites and of the Treaty 
establishing a single Council and a single Commission of the European 
·-
. --
Communities modified the procedurefpr giving a discharge to t~e Commi•sion 
in respect of the implementation of the budget, and substituted the Court 
of Auditors for the Audit Board in all the texts referring to the Audit 
Board, 
1 Whereas it is therefore appropriate to amend Council Regulation (EEC) No 1416/76 
accordingly, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
OJ No 164, 24.6.1976, p.1 
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ARTICLE ONE 
Regulation (EEC) N° 1416/76 tis hereby-am-ended as-fo(lows: 
1. Article 6, <2.2..: 
13rst subparagraeh: 
"1 May10 is replaced by "21 April" 
second subparasraph: The text of this subparagraph is replaced by the following: 
''Upon reception of the request to carry for~ard appropriations, the Council 
shall consuLt the Parliament, which shalt give its opinion as soon as possible, 
that is, within a period which shall not normally exceed four weeks from the 
date of reception of the Council's request for that opiniono 
Unless the Council, acting by a qualified majority, decides otherwise within 
six weeks from the date of reception of the request to carry forward appro-
" priations, the carry-over of the appropriations shall be deemed to have been 
approved" a 
2 .. Article 11,(2): 
first ~ubparagraphi The text-of this subparagraph is replaced by the following: 
"In the event of unavoidable, exceptional or unforeseen circumstances, the_ 
Management Board of the Centre may send supplementary or amending estimates 
to the ~ommission. Such estimates shall be presented and adopted in the same 
form and following the same procedure as the statement whose forecasts they 
amende They must be justified by reference to the statement". 
3. Article 12.(3): The text of this paragraph is replaced by the 
following : 
"The Commission may-if appropriate at the request of the Management Board, -
I 
present, by means of a letter of amen9ment, proposals for changes to the 
estimate of revenue and expenditure necessitated by the receipt of new 
information which ~as not previously available. 
···'··· 
• 
I 
• 
J 
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However, save in very except1onal circumstances the Commission must put such 
a letter of amendment to the Council at least 30 days before the first reading 
of the draft g.eneral budget by the European Parliament, and the Council must 
put the letter to the European Parliament at least 15 days befo'e the said 
first reading .... 
4. Article 15, point (c): The foLLowi0g phrase is deleted: 
"such comments may be binding, ·;n which case this fact shall be specifically 
mentioned"e 
5. Article 22, point (b): The following is added at the end of point (b): 
"The accounting plan shall include suspense accounts in order to record the 
re-use of sums in respect of revenue and expenditure"n 
~ 
i 
6. Article 23 (2): The text of this paragraph is replaced by the following: f 
11The competent authorizing officer shall draw up, in respect of every debt 
established, a recovery order which shall be sent with supporting documents 
to the financial controller for his prior approval. Such recovery orders shaltff 
after they have received the approval of the financial controller, be regi~tered 
. by the accounting officer .. 
The purpose of the approval shall be to establish that : 
(a) the revenue is booked to the corre~t budget item ; 
Cb) the order is in order and conforms to the relevant provisions; 
Cc) the supporting documentsare in order; 
{d) the debtor is corre~tly described; 
(e) the due date is indicated 
{f) the order conforms to sound financial management; 
{g) the amount and currency of the sum to be recovered are correct. 
If 
If approval is withheld, the second subparagraph of paragraph 1 shall apply. 
···'··· 
~ 
r \, 
Si 
i 
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7. Article 24 : The text of thi~·article is replaced by the following 
.. 
1. The accounting officer shall assume responsibil_ity for the recovery orders 
duly drawn up. 
He shall exercise all due diligence to ensure tha~ the resources due to the 
Communities are recovered at the due dates indicated in the recovery ordersp 
and shall ensure that the rights of the Communities are safeguarded. 
The accounting officer shall inform the autnoristg officer and the financial 
controller of any revenue not recovered within the time Limits Laid down. 
2. If the Management Board waives the right to recover en established debt, 
it shall inform the financial controllero 
The purpose of the approval of the financial controller shall be to establish 
that the waiver is in order and conforms with the principles of sound financial 
managementm The proposal concerned shall be registered by the accounting officerc 
If approval is withheld, the Management Board may, by a decision stating the 
full reasons thereforp and on its sole responsibility, overrule this refusale 
t 
I 
J 
i 
I 
I 
i 
This decision shall be final and binding; it shall be communicated for e 
'· 
information to the financial controller. The Management Bpard shall periodica~ly 
inform the Court of Auditors of all such decisionso 
·When the financial controller finds that a document establishing a debt has 
not been drawn up, or that a sum due has not been recovered, he shall inform 
the Management Board thereof". 
Bo Article 29, __ second subparagraph: 
This subparagraph is deleted • 
9. Article 32 : 
11 
The first subparagraph becomes paragraph 1. 
A new paragraph 2 is inserted as follows : 
2. Supporting documen~·pertaining to the accounts and the drawing up of the 
revenue and expenditure account and the balance sheet shall be kept for a 
period of five years following the date of the decision giving discharge in 
respect of the implementation of the budget, referred to in Article 74. 
However, the documents relating to transactions not finally closed shall be 
.. 
kept for longer than the said period. 
The existing second subparagraph becomes paragraph 3. 
···'··· 
• 
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• 10. Article 46, point (a): 
"5,000 units of account" is replaced by "6,500 ECU " 
11. Article 48 : 
"12,000 units of account" is replaced by "18,000 ECU·" 
12. Article 49 third subparagraph: 
"100,000 units of account" is replaced by "200,000 ECU· " 
13. Article 50 : 
"200 units of account" and "500 units of account" are 
replaced by "300 ECU " and "750 ecu~" respectively .. 
14. Article 51 : The following paragraph shall be added to this article : 
"2. The ceilings specified in Articles 46 to 50, and expressed in ecu,. shall 
be automatically adjusted in line with changes to corresponding ceilings specified in 
the Financial Regulation applicable to the general budget ,of the European 
11 Communities. 
15. Ar~icle 56, third subparagraph: 
• This sub paragraph is deleted. 
J 
16. Article 62 (3): 
Third and fourth subparagraphs are inserted thus: 
"A special allowance is granted to the accounting officer, assistant accounting 
officers and administrators of advance funds~ The sums corresponding to this 
allowance shall be credited each month to an account opened by the Centre on 
behalf of each official in order to establish a guarantee fund for the purpose 
of covering any cash or bank shortage ·for which the person concerned might 
render himself Liable, in so far as such shortageshave not been covered by 
refunds from insurance companies. 
The credit balance in these guarantee accounts shall be paid over to the persons 
concerned when they terminate their appointment as accounting officer, assistant 
accounting officer or administrator of advance funds." 
17, Article 66 : The first sentence of this article is r·eplaced by the following: 
"The revenue and expenditure account shall include the following tables 
classified in accordance with the nomenclature of the statement of revenue 
and expenditure of the Centre". 
paragraph 1 : 
a) The text of the third indent is replaced by the following: 
"-revenue collected during the financial year."; 
- 18 -. 
b) The following are inserted as fourth and fifth indents : 
"- entitLements still to be collected from the preceding financial year"; 
"-entitlements established in the course of the financial· year"; 
c> The existing fourth indent becomes the sixth indent. 
•. 
paragraph 3 : 
In the first sentence the words "trend in" are replaced by the words "use of". 
paragraph 4 : 
a) In the first sentence the words "trend in" are replaced by the words "use of" 
b) The fourth indent is deleted. 
18. Article 68 : The text of this article is replaced by the following:· 
"The Management Board shall, by 31 March at the latest, send the revenue 
and expenditure account and the balance sheet of the Centre for the 
preceding financial year fo the Commission, the Council, the European Parliament and 
fA.Kd the Court of Auditors". 
19, Article 71,fourth subpara9raph:The following words are deleted : 
"or by one of its members, such requests shall be .in writing". 
20. Article 73, .second subpara9rae.h: The text of this subparagraph is replaced 
by the following: 
"The Centre shall submit the revenue and expenditure account, the balance 
sheet and the report of the Court of Auditors, together with the replies 
to the comments, to the European Parliament and the Council by 31 October 
at the latest. The report of the Court of Auditors and the Centre's replies 
to the observations shall be published by the Court of Auditors in the 
Official Journal 
21• Article 74, first subparagraph: The text of this subparagraph is replaced 
by the following text : 
"The European Parliament, upon a recommendation from the Council, which 
shall act by a qualified majority, shall, before 30 April of the next 
year, give a discharge to the Management Board of the Centre in respect 
of the implementation of the statement of revenue and expenditure. If 
that date cannot be met, the Council or the European Parliament shall 
inform the Management Board of the ~easons for postponing the decision''. 
• 
• 
, 
• 
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ARTICLE TWO 
The designation "unit of account" as used in the existing text of Regulation 
(EEC) No 1416/76 is replaced by the designation "E,CU·''· The articles affected 
by' this .change, including those amended in Article, are: 
Article 10 
Article 46, point (a) 
Article 48 
Article 49, third su...,paraqraph 
Article 50 
Article 51, (2) 
Article 56, second subparagraph 
-· ARTICLE THREE 
This regulation shall enter into force on the third day following that of its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
This regulation shall be &inding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
l>one at Brussels 
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II (D) Oraft Council Regvlatio~ 
•~~ndino Council R~oulttion "((fC) N° 1417/76, of 1 June 1976, on tho 
fin4nci~l provisions applying to the European found~tion 1or the 
Improvement of Living tnd Working Conditions. 
. . 
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PROPOSAL FOR A 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) amending Regulation (EEC) N° 1417/76 
on the financial provisions applying to the European. 
' Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions-
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
• Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 209 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) N° 1365/75 of 26 May 1975onthe 
creation of a European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and 
Working Conditions (1~ as amended by Regulation (EEC) No /81 2, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Court of Auditors, 
Whereas it is expendient that the financial pro~isions governing the 
Foundation should approximate as closely as possible to the provisions 
of the Financial Regulation applicable to the general budget of the 
European Communities . , 
Whereas the Financial Regulation of 25 April 1973 with which these provisions 
were aligned was replaced by the nnancial Regulation of 21 December 1977 
applicable to ~he general budget of the European Communities ~·>, as last 
amended' by the Financial Regulation -of 16 December 1980 (4); 
.. 
Whereas the Treaty of 22 July 1975, amending- certain financial provisions 
of the Treaties establishing the European Communities and of the Treaty 
establishing a single Council and a single Commission of the European 
Communities, modified the procedure for giving a discharge to _the Commission 
in respect of the implementation of the budget, and substitutedthe Court 
of Auditors for the Audit Board in all the texts referringto the Audit 
Board; 
Whereas it is therefore appropriate to amend Regulation(EEC) No 1417-1766 accordingly,· 
~AS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: . 
1) O.J. N° L139, . 30.5.1975,,p.1 
(2) 
(3) O.J. No L 356, 31.12.1977, p.1 
<4> o.J. No L 345, 20.12.1980, p.23 
(5) O.J. No L 164, 24.6.1976, p.18 
·, 
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ARTICLE ONE 
Regulation (EEC) No 1417/76 ·is hereby amended as follows: 
1. Article 6,.(2): 
first subparagraph: 
"1 May" is replaced by "21 April" 
second subparagraph·:· The text of this subparagraph is replaced by the 
following: 
"Upon reception of the request to carry forward appropriations, the 
Council shall consult the Parliament, which shall give its opinion 
as soon as possible, that is, within a period which shall not normally 
exceed four weeks from the date of reception of the Council's request 
for that opinion. 
Unless the Council, acting by a qualified majority, decides otherwise 
within six weeks from the date of reception of the request to carry 
forward appropriations, the carry-over of these appropriations shall 
be deemed to have been approved". 
2.~Article 11.<11: 
~irst subparagraph: The 'text of this subparagraph is replaced by the 
following:· 
"In the event of unavoidable, exceptional, or unforeseen circumstances, 
the Administrative Board of the Foundation may send supplementary or 
amending estimates to the Commission. Such estimates shall be presented 
and adopted in the same form .and following the same procedure as the 
I 
statement whose forecasts they amend. They must be justified by 
reference to the statement". 
• 
-~ 
' 
• 
3. Article 12Jll: 
following : 
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The text of this paragraph is replaced by the 
11The Commission may-if appropriate at the request of the Administrative 
Board - present, by means of a letter of amendment, proposals for changes 
to the estimate of .revenue and expenditure necessitated by the receipt of 
new information which was not previously available. 
However, save in very exceptional circumstance~the Commission must put 
such a letter of amendment to the Council at least 30 days before the 
first reading of the draft G.eneral Budget by the European Parliament" 
and the Council must put the letter to the European Parliament at least 
15 days before the said first reading"n 
4. Article 15, point (c)~ Th~_followi.ng phrase is. deleted~ 
"such comments may be bind.ing.? in which ca~e this fact shall be specifically 
mentioned". 
5. Article 22, point (b): 
"The accounting plan shall include suspense accounts in order to record the 
re-use of sums in respect of revenue and expenditure". 
6. Article 23, {2): The text of this paragraph-is replaced by the following:.-
'\ 
"The competent authorizing officer shalt draw up, in respect of every debt 
established, a recovery order which shall be sent with supporting documents 
to the financial controller for his prior approval. Such recovery orders shall, 
' after they have received the approval of the .financial controller, be registered 
by the accounting officer. 
The purpose of the approval shall be to establish that : 
(a) the revenue is booked to the corrett budget item ; 
(b) the order is in order and conforms to the relevant provisions; 
(c) the supporting documents are in ortler; 
(d) the debtor is correctly described; 
<e> the due date is indi ccrted;'-
(f) the order conforms to sound financial management; 
(g) the amount and currency of the s~m to be recovered are correct~ 
• r ., 
If approval is withheld, the, second subparagraph of P.arigraph 1 shalt aJpply" 
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t~ 7. Article 24 : The text of this article is replaced by the following: 
" 1. The accountingofficer shall assume responsibility for the recovery orders 
duly drawn up. 
He shall exercise all due diligence to ensure tha~ the resources due to the 
Communities are recovered at the due dates indicated in the recovery orders, 
and shall ensure that the rights of the Communities are safeguarded. 
The accounting officer shall inform the autoriEing officer and the financial 
controller of any revenue not recovered within the time limits laid down. 
2.IftheAdministrativeBoardwaivesthe right to recover an established debt, 
it shall inform the financial controller. 
The purpose of the approval of the financial controller shall be to establish 
i 
~ 
~ 
~ j:' 
~ 
I ~~ {, 
that the waiver is in order and conforms with the principles of sound financial t 
management. The proposal concerned shall be registered by the accounting officero ~ 
If approval is withheld, the Administrativeaoard ma~ bya decision stating the ' 
f 
full reasons therefor, an~ on its sole responsibility, overrule this refusal. ~ 
l 
! This decision shall be final and binding; it shall be communicated for 
• informat3on to the financial· controller. Th;; Adl!linist:-ativeBoard shall periodically· 
inform the Court of Auditors of all such decisions. 
- When the financial controller finds that a document establishing a debt has 
not been drawn up, or that a sum due has not been recovered, he shall inform 
the Administrative Board·thereof"., 
8. Article 29, second subparaaraph: This subparagraph is .deleted. 
' . 
9. Article 32 : 
The first subP~ragraph becomes paragraph 1. 
A new paragraph 2 is inserted as follows : 
2a Supporting documen~pertaining to the accounts and the drawing up of the 
revenue and expenditure account and the balance sheet shall be kept for a 
period of five years following the date of the decision giving discharge in 
respect of the implementatio~ of the budget, referred to in Article 74. 
However, the documents relating to transactions not finally closed shall be 
kept for longer than the said period. 
,, 
The existing second subparagraph becomes para9raph 3. 
···'··· 
• 
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10. Article 46, point (a): 
"5,000 units of account" is replace~ by "6,500 ECU " 
11. Article 48 : 
"12,000 units of account" is replaced by "18,000 ECU " 
12. Article 49, third subparagraph: 
"100,000 units of accountu is replaced by "200,000 ECU .". 
13 .. Article 50 
"200. units of accountn and ~e500 units of account" are 
replaced by "300 ECU " .and "750 ECU os respectively., 
14o Article 51 : the follo~ing paragraph shall be added to this article 
! 
I 
I 
I 
t 
f 
l 
~ 
' 
' 
·l 
~ 
~"2D The ceilings specif·ied in article 46 to 50,. and expre~sed in ECU ., J 
shall be automatically adjusted in line with changes to corresponding ce,Lings ~ 
specified in the ~nancial Regulation applicable to the general budget ' , 
.. 
of the European Communitiesa 
. 
15a Article 5~third subparagraph: 
This sub paragraph ·is deletedn 
16. Article 62 (3): third ~nd fourth subparagraphs are inserted thus: 
• 
18A special al.lowance is granted to the accounting officer.f' assistant accounting 
officers and administrators of advance funds~ The sums corresponding to this 
allowance shall be credited each month to an account opened by the Foundation 
on behalf of each official in order to establish a guar.antee fund for the 
purpose of covering any cash or bank shortage for which the person concerned 
might render himself liable, in so far as such shortages have not been covered 
by refunds from insurance companies .. 
The credit balance in thes guarantee accounts shall be paid over to the persons 
concerned when they terminate their appointment as accounting officer: assistant 
accounting officer or administrator of advcnce funds .... 
1~ Article 66 : The first sentence of this article is replaced by the followin~ 
"The revenue and. expenditure a~count shall include the following tables 
classified in accordanc~ with the nomenclature o~the statement of revenue 
and expenditure.of the Foundationun 
paragraph 1 ~ 
a) The text of the third indent is replated by the follo~i~g= 
~"-r~vEnue coUP.cted durdr:g t.h!2' finandat year·o' ,~ 
r 
I 
I 
~ 
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b) The following are· inserted as fourth and fifth indents . . 
u_ entitlements still to be collected from the p~e~eding financ~~L year"; 
.. _ 
entitlements established in the course of the financial· year"; 
c) The existing fourth indent becomes the sixth indent<» 
' paragraph 3 : 
In the first sentence the words "trend in" .are replaced by the words "use of'~ 
paragraph 4 : 
a) In the first sentence the words "trend in" are replaced by the words "use of". 
b) The fourth indent is deleted~ 
1& Article 68 : The text of this article is replaced by the following 
0
'The Administrative Boa·rci.shall, by 31 March at the latest,. send the revenue 
and expenditure account and the balance sheet of the Foundation for the 
preceding .financial year to the CommissioR~ the Council., the European Parli-ament and 
the Court of Auditors". 
19- Arti cl!__71, fo'urth subparag~: The fol towing words are deleted: 
"or by o~~ of its members, such requestsshall be in writing"~ 
21}. _Article 73, 'Se.cond subparaeraph: The text of this subparagraph i ?. replaced 
by the following text : 
uThe foundation shall submit the revenue and expenditure accountc the balance 
sheet and the report of the Court of Auditors~ together with the replies 
to the comments, to the European Parliament and the Council by 31 October 
at the latestG The report of the Court of Aud,itors and the Foundations repl.jes 
to the observations shall be published by the Court of Auditors in the 
Offic)al Journal of the European Communities'"~ 
'21 .. Article 74, _ffrst subparagraeh~ The text of this subparagraph is reptaced 
by the following: 
88The European Parliament~ upon a recommendation from the Council, which 
shall act by a qualified majority, shall, before 30 April of the next 
•, 
year, give a discharge to the Administrative Board of the Foundation jn respect 
of the implementation of the statement of revenue and expenditure. If 
that date cannot be met, the Council or the European Parliament shall 
inform the Administrative Board of the reasons for postponing the decision". 
• 
• 
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' ARTICLE TWO 
The designation "unit of account" as used in the existing text of R·egulation 
(EEC) N° 1417/76 is replaced by the designation "ECU''. The· articles affected 
by this change, ir.cluding those amended in Article 1 are: 
I 
Article 10 
Article 46, point (a) 
Article 48 
. 
third st.u.>paragraph ' Article 49, 
Article 50 
Article 51, (2) 
Article 56, second subparagraph 
ARTICLE THREE 
This regulation shall enter into force on the third day following that of its 
- publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
This regulation shall be &inding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at Brussels 
. 
. 
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ANNEX I 
AMENDED 
REGULATION (EEC) N° 337/75.0F THE COUNCIL of 10 February 1975 on the 
creation of a European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training. 
.. 
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·(Acts' u~st Jmblic_cltio'' is obligcllory) • 
. 
REGULATION (EEC) No 337/75 OF THE COUNCIL 
. of to Febnaaty 197$ 
establishing a European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training 
THE COUNCIL OP THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNmES. ' 
Havina rcprd to the Treaty escablishin& the European 
Ec:onon1ic Con1munity, ancl in particular Article llS 
chflcof; • 
Havina reaard eo the· p~posat from the Coin'mission ; 
llavina ~aard to the Opinion of the European Parlia-
men.t(1); 
. . 
. Whert':ls the setting up of a European Centr~ fo; the 
Development of Vocation:~! Training-. a body inde-
pendent of the departn1ents of the Comn1ission, but 
which must coopc:t:lte •ith them to the full - is 
neces53ry for the effective implem.:nuition of that 
common policy, and whcreos the T~aty has not 
provided the specific:.· powers rteces53ry for setdna up 
such a centre ; · 
Whereas the centre will be set up .'ll.'ithin the frame-
Work of the European Communities. and will function . 
in accordance with ComP,unity law; whereas che ·. H.avina rc:aard to the Opinion of the Economic and 
Social Committe~ (l); • conditions under which c:e;ain general provisions will 
apply should be defined. :1 . .. . ·,1 
Whereas on the basis of Article 128 of th~ Treacv, the t: Council. in its Decision of 2 April 1963 (.J). laid down 
~rat principles for implementing a common \'OCa-
cion:al trainin& policy ; 
. 
f. 
.• 
. 
"'h~reas und-:r Artic:l~ 118 of the Treaty the Commis-
sion has the task of promoting close cooperatio11· 
~-cw~n Mcm~r Scat~ in the social field. particul3rly 
"' n1att~rs rc:latina to basic and ad\r-anccd vocational 
crainina; • 
. 
Whereas the Council. in its rc--..olution of 21 January 
197-4(4) concerning a social actioq progr:tmmc, m:~de 
one of thto objectiv~ of th1tt programme the imple-
nt~ntation of a common . vocational training policy 
wa~h ·~ view_ to :at~nina prosr~ssively the principal 
ob~~t1vcs thereof,_ espc:cially approximation of 
traamng standards. in p:u'ticular by setting up a Euro· · 
pan .. Vocational Training Centre ; whert':IS. further-
mor~. the Council dccid"-d that this objective should 
be gaven priority ; 
~e!"-as the implcmc:ritation of a co~naon vocntional 
.:·· · rrnmana policy givc.'S riS4: to evc:r nio«: complex 
prob!ems, ond whcrc:~s the $Oiution of those problc:n1s 
fequarcs a larF dc:arc:e of involvement on the part <Jf .. ~~ concc:rn'--d. ond more np.-cially on the part of 
uvth sides of industry; 
,~. 
:..· (') Oj N C 127 · 1-i (l) Oj No • 18. 10. 1'74, p. lO. l ' (l) OJ No C 12-i, 16. 10. 1'74. p. 41. 
. ~> (•) Or N: 6J, 20 . .f. ~"-l. p. UJI/6J. 
_? • " C IJ, 12.- 1974, p. I. 
.... 
..... 
. . 
,'.~; . 
~ ~ 
·:, . 
HAS ADOPI'ED nitS P.EGULATION: 
, 
. . ATtic/~ 1 
A European Centre for the Development of Voca-
tional Training, hereinafter called •the centre', is 
hereby set up. 
In each of the Member Scares, the centre shall enjoy 
the most extensh-e legal capacity accorded to legal 
pc:rsons. • 
The a:ntre shall be non-profit n~akina. It shall have 
its seat in Berlin (W~st). · 
Al'liclt 2 
t. The ain-a of the centre shall be to assist the 
Commissio!' in encouraaing. at Community level. the 
promotion and development of vocational training 
and of in-service tmining. 
• 
To that end. within• the fmmework of the: guidelines 
laid down by the Community, it shall contribute. 
thrpugl) its scientific and technical a4.:tivitin. to the 
inlplcmentation of a conmton voc:ational training 
policy. 
it sllall.. in part!cular. uncoumgc: the exchanae of infor-
rnation and the: comparison of "~ric:nce • 
.) 
• 
... 
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2. 
I 
The main tasks of the centre shall be : 
~ to compile selected documentation relating in 
· particular to the pr~nt situation. the latest deve-
lopm~i'lts and research in the relevant fields. and 
to matters of vocational training structure ; 
....: "to contribuce to the dc\·elopment and· coordination 
of research in the above fields ; 
._ to disscmi~uue· all useful documentation and infor-
mation; . 
• - 'to encourage and support any initiative likely to .. 
facilitate a concerted approach to vocational 
training problems. The c~nt~·s activity in· _this 
te5pect shall deal in particular with the prOblem of 
·lhe· approximation of standards of )'O(aticmat· 
:training with a view io &be mutua. recognition of-· 
cenificates and oth~r documents attesting compte• 
lion of vocational training ; 
- to provide a forum Cor· an those·· concerned. 
3. Jn its activities the cen_tre shall take into actount 
the links which exist between vocational. training and · 
t_he orher br.mches of educAtion. 
Al1icl~ J 
. ' 
. . 
1. The cenrre shall rake the m=sUm necessary for 
the auainntcnt of its objec.ives. lt may in particular : . 
- organize courses and seminars.; 
- conclude study contracts and commiSsion • or, 
where necessary, carry out pilot projects or i-ndi· 
. vidual projects eo assis: the implementation of the 
• centre•s v.'Ork programme; · · . 
- publish and distribute u5eful documentation. 
including a ~ Community vocational _ training 
bulletin. 
. ... . . 
2. In carrying out its tasks. the ceot~ shall esta-
blish appropriate contacts, particularly with . special· 
ized bodies, whether publi~ or priVate, · narionaJ or 
..,., international. with public authorities and educational 
· institutions and with work~ts' and employers' organiza-
tions. 
A11icl~ 4 
l. Th~ centre. shall be administeted by a Manage-
·menc Boa!d comprising 30 members of whom : 
(a) nine membe~ shall represeni the Governments of 
the: Member States i 
(b) nine members shalt represent rhe employers· prof· 
cssional organizations ; 
(c) nine memlx:rs shall represent the employees• tmde 
union organizations : 
(d) three m.:mbers s_hall rep~nt the Comri'lission. 
The · mem~rs refcrn.-d to in (a). (b) and (c) shall be 
· appointed by the Council on dtc: basis of one mc:ntlwr 
per Member State for each of those groups. 
I . . 
... 
The Commission shall appoint the members who ar 
. • c 
. to represent aL · . 
2. The. term of of(ice of members sh~~~ be thr~. · · , 
years. It shall be renewable. Uron the expuy of ch\:ir ..!_. 
~ term or oCfice or in the ewnt of their n:sir.nation ,. 
metnben shall remain in office until their appoint: 
ments are ren~d or until thqo are repl:icea • 
3. The Management Board shalt dcct its 'Chairman 
. and three Vice-Chairmc:n from· an1ong its mc:mb.:rs, lo 
serve. for· a period of one year 
4. The Chairman shall convene. tl~ Mana~crnW.t 
. Board at lease twice ,a yeaT f)f ,at the tequest of at -
· .one .. third of its members.; 
5. Decisi(ms by th~ M:amagcmc:nt Board shaU he 
. aaken by .an· absolute majority of its members. 
Artid~ ' 
The Management -Board shalt adopt its ruin of proc~­
dure. v.idch shall enter into force when apptO\'""" b\ 
lbe CouiK'l'l. 8Clins on the Opinion of dw CommiS: 
·lion • 
ll shalt dcdde whether to m· up c1J hor •.Ofltinj 
parties on the basis of the r.:quirements of tbc: annual 
work. progr.un~ lt · shall · rqularly inform tht-
'Comtnission. of .ihe· Activities of the c .. .urc: • 
.Artitlt.6 
. .. 
.I. . nle director of the centre shall be appointed by 
the ·Commission from a lisl of candidates submin"-d 
by ~M Managerilent Boarc!· • · 
2... The· term of office of the director ·shall ~ 
renewable every five y~fs. 
.. 
Artitlr 1 • 
, 
~- The director shn11 carry out the decisions of thc: 
Management Board and shall. be responsible for the: 
day-to-day 1141'1\inistration of the cencrc. He shall be 
the legal representati'Ve of the centre. · 
2. He: shall· prepare and organ~c: the -work of the 
Management Board · and provide the Socrt'tariat for 
their rncetings. 
3. · He shall coordinate the ac;tivides of' the v.'Orkin$ 
• parties. 
• 
4. He shall ~ responsible: for all staff ntatt..:n- at\d 
for engaging and dismissin& staff. 
.~. He:. ahall be: · aa:ountablc: 10 the Maa1:1~m~nt 
Board for his "activities. · 
• 
• 
'\f 
., 
. ~ . 
-'}'-
. ... .... , 
. ·-
··: 
· .. 
.· ... 
. . 
~ .... ·. 
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. . . 
: ~-~· • On the basis of a dra(t submitted by the director, 
· · at~ Management Board sh:~U adopt the annual work 
·:.. rosr.amme in agrec:m~nt with the Com~iss.ion. The . 
·. ~rosr.ammc shall cake anto account the pr1oraty needs 
: indicated by the Community institutions7 t. 
. . 
::_ z. The centre shall take into account ihe acti\oiries 
;: 'of ocher bodies working in the field or vocacional 
~ · 'ruinin~r when plannina ics own ,-,..ock. 
. . ' 
Article f : ... 
~ : .. 
~. "Jlu: Management Board shall. by 31 March at the 
~ • 1accst, adopr an annual P.i'leral report on the activities 
!· and financial situation of the ceJLrce and shalt subn1it 
:·· iJ eo d•~ Cc~cuoit;atnstftution~to the Economic aad ._ 
. Soclal_Coatftee,a to Ene Cov . of Auditors. . ·; · · 
• 
:l Attidt ID 
. . 
~ The Man:agement Bo:ud shall draw up a statement of 
· aft revenue and expenditure. which shall ~ in 
·: hlancc. for c:ach financ:ial year. which shall be the 
~ urnc as the calendar year. . .. 
~-
~- . 
Artic'le 11 
. . . IJ· The Managem~nt ~rd shall, by 3 l t.farc:h eac:h 
• tar ac the latest. send the Commission an estimate of 
·· RYcaue and npenditurc. This estimate, which shall 
include an establishment plan. shall be forwarded b)· 
the Con1n1ission to the Council with the pn:limin.uy 
·draft bud~t of the European Communities. -' 
. . 
· 2. The budget of the European Communities shall 
· each year. under a specifi.c hcadina. include a subsidy 
:. for the centre. 
' 
. 1'hc procedure in. force for the transfer of appropria-
·.lions from one chapter to another shall apply eo the 
· lpptopriadon for this subsidy. 
.  . . . . 
·.The budget authority shall draw. up the establishment 
pb~ of the: centre. · 
~ J.' The Man:tgcnlt:nt Board shall adopt,the estimate 
of revenue and expenditure before the beginning of :!" financial year, adjusting it to the subsidy granted 
.. .l_ the budget authority. n,e ~timate thus adopted 
~ -u be forwarded by the Commission to the budget 
~ IUlhority. . 
,• 
.. 
'• 
. ArtM~ ll 
, 
::!i.a The financial provisions applyirfg to the c~ntre 
: ~ . U be adopc"'CI unckr Article lPY of the Tr~aty. 
l. . . • 
the The .Management Board shall. by 3 I March at 
• latc:sc. ~nd the accounts of all the revenue and 
~. 
•. 
expenditucc of the centre (or the oreceding financial 
year to the C01rt of Auditors. The . . · 
latter shall ex:~mine them in Dccont:tnce wath the 
second par:~gfaph ofArticle 206a of the Tl"taty~ 
-
· • The financial contfoller of the Co~~ission shall 
be responsible for checking the commitment and 
payment of all expenditure and the recording a.Kf 
.recovery of all ~nue of the centre. 
Attic/~ /J 
Th~ provisions governing the staff of the centre shall 
be adopted by the Council. ac~na on a proposal. from 
the Commission. ,.: · · 
. . . . i . 
·~; 
.·Article 1·. 
Members Of the Managcn1enc . ard, chc. Director. the 
scafl and· all oth~r persons participllting in the activi-
ties of the centr~ sh:dl be requitt:d. cv~n after lhcir 
duties have cemd. not to disclose inforn1ation of the 
kind covered by the oblisacion of professional secrecy. 
The rules govemina the lanau:o.<Jes of the European . 
Communities shall. apply to the ccnuc. 
The Protocot on the privileges and immua1ities of the 
European Communities shall apply to the centre. 
, 
ArtMt 11 
1. The contractual liability of tM centre shall be. 
• governed by the law applicable to the contract in ques-
tion. • 
The Court of Justice of the European Communities 
shall have jurisdic:tion to giw judgment pursuanc to 
any arbitration clause contain"-d in a contr.K.'t 
· concluded by the centre • 
. 
2. In the case of non.contract;,al liability, the 
centre'sh.lll. in accordance with the ac:netal principl\."1 
common to the laws of the Member Srat\."5. Ol:lke JOOll 
any. dan1a~ cause-d by the ce•Ure or its ~rvancs in dtc: 
performance of their dudes. 
• 
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.. 
No 1. )t/4 Otlfdil JourMt . ot aht.l\lrorton Comn\unhtu 
. . 
u. t ,. 
The Court of Justice shall ha,·c 
disputes relating to compensation 
damase. 
jurisdiction in 
for .an)" such 0 0 
3. The personal liability of. scn"anls towards the 
centre shall be governed b>• the ·relevant provisions 
appl)ing to the staff of the centre. · 
A.rlitlt 1.1 
Referral shall ~ made to lhc: COmmission \Within IS 
· days of dle day on which the. rarty concerned first 
.. became aware or the act in question. . 0 
· The Commission shall take a Decision within .on~ ~ 
monlh. If no Decision has been taken within this t 
period, rh.: case shall be ckerned 10 ha,-t ~ · l 
. . .... 
.. -.. 
. : . :
cfismiSKCL • • • , . ., 
. . .. 
Member States, menlbers of the Mana.mcnt Board ·ATIMt 19 •• 
. and third parties directly and personally . in1rotvecl may ' 
refer to the Commission any act·• or the: c:~. This ~guladon shall enter into force on rhc chird cbv 1 
whether express or implied. for • the . Commission ,eO.· Jollowing ils · pl1blicacion in rhe OJJidc~l ./liHrnt~l ;,1 I 
examine the: lesali&y of chat .-ace. · '11# &~11 ~.,.,,,,nitk.t. .•. . -· 
.. 
.•. 
. ' .. '!•: . ': ... .. ~ . . 
This ~aulation shaU be- binding in ics'entir~ and di~cdy appticablc in all M~bCr •. · .. Sultes. . -• ~ • . . . ; 
t.. 
.[)oDe ac Brussels~ 10 February t9is. .. . : 
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ANNEX 11 
AMENDED 
REGULATION (EEC) N° 1365/75 OF THE COUNCIL of 26 May 1975 on the creation 
of a European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions • 
• 
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I 
(Acts u.:host publication is obligatory~ 
REGULATION (EEC) No 1365/75 OF THE CO:UNCIL .. 
of 26 May 1975· 
on the creation of a ~uropean Foundation for the improvement of Jiving and 
working conditions 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIF.S, 
Ha,·ing regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, in particular Article 235 
thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Having regard to the Opiniqn of the European P:~rlia­
~.:nt ('); 
H::vir.g regard to the Opinion of the Economic and 
Social Commiuee (2); 
Whereas the problems. presented by the improvement 
of living and working conditions in modern society 
are increasingly numerous and complex ; whereas it is 
important· that appropri:~te Community action should 
be built up on an inter-disciplinary scientific basis' 
:md :1t the s~me time that employers and workers 
should be associated in the action undertaken ; 
Where:1s the Community is not yet in a position to 
. undertake ana!y~es, studies and research systematically 
and scientifically; 
Whereas the programme of action of the European 
Communities on the environment(') lays down that 
the Community institutions should set up :1 body 
capable of scanning those elements which, through 
their combined effects, :~ffect living and working 
conditions, and of c:mying out a long-term forw:~rd 
study of those factors which may endanger the condi-
tions of exi~tetH.:e and those: which arc capnblc of 
improving them ; 
Wh.:r~o·a~ the Coun~oil resolution of 11 January 
I '~?4 ('') t:on~o·~:rning a ~o~:ial ;~uion programme, lays 
~own inhr .tli.t an :~uion prograrnme for workers, 
aimed at humanizing living ;md working conditions; 
• 
( 1) OJ No C 76, .1. 7. 1'174. p .. U. 
• (!) OJ No C lll'J, I '1. '1. 1'774, p . .l7. 
()) 0 J No C 111, 111. 11. I 'l7.l, p. J. • 
(•) OJ No C U, 11. 1. 1'174, p. I. 
Whereas the establishment of a Foundation is neces-
sary if Community objecti\·es for the .improvement of 
living and wo,king conditions are to be attained; 
Whereas the powers required for the creation of such 
.. a Foundation are not provided for in the Treaty; 
Whereas the Foundation will be set up within the 
framework of the European Communities and v.-ill 
function in accordance with Community law; whereas 
the conditions under which certain general provisions 
wilt apply s~ould be defined, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGl.fLATtON: 
Articl~ I 
A European Foundation for the . improvement of 
living and working conditions, hereinafter called 'the 
Foundation', .is hereby esta_blished • 
,4rticlt 2 
.· 
1. The aim of the Found:~tion shalt be to contribute 
to the planning and establishment of better living and 
working conditions through· action designed t_o 
· im:rease and disseminate knowledge likely to assist 
this development. 
"2. With this aim in view, the tasks of the Founda-
tion sh:~lt be to develop and to pu~ue ideas on the 
nu:dium- and long-term improwmcnt of living :~nd 
working conditions in the light of pr:u.:ticnl exp~:riencc . 
and to id~:ntify f:~ctors leading to ch:~ngc. Tite Founda-
tion sh:tll t:~kc the relevant Community policies into 
account when c.::trrying out its tasks. lt :.halt advise the 
Community in:.titutions on foresec:tblc objectives and 
guiddin1.~ by forwarding in panic:ular scientific: infor-
mation ami h.:chnii::tl dat:l. 
• 
• 
• 
. ~ ... 
- •· •• !* .... ,., 
. : .. ~ ,.. . 
........... 
.. · 
.. 
. ...... .. 
· .. •, - ... . 
.. ...... ,.. 
.· .. .. ~ : .. -... ... . .. ......... . 
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3. As regards the improvement of living and 
worl:ing conditions. it shall deal ·more ·specifically 
with the following issues, dett-rmining the priorities to 
be observed : 
- man at work, 
- organization o~ work and particularly job design, 
- problems peculiar to certain categories of "''' · \ers, 
- long-terms aspects of improvement of the ·'nv;ron-
ment. 
- distribution of human activities in space and in 
time. 
Arlitlc J 
1. In order to achieve its aim, the Foundation sh;tll 
foster the exchange of information and experience in 
these fields and shall, where appropriate, set up a 
system of information and documentation. h may, for 
example: 
(a) facilitate contact between universities, study and 
research institutes, economic and social administra-
tions and orsanizations and encourage concerted 
action; 
(b) set up working groups; 
(c) conclude study contracts, part1c1pate in studies. 
promote and provide assistance for pilot projects 
and, where required, itself carry out certain 
studies; 
(d) ortanize courses, conferences and seminars. 
2. The Foundation shall cooperate as closely as 
possible with specialized institutes, foundations and 
bodies in the Member States or at internat:onal level. 
Article 4 
1. The Foundation shall be non-profit making. It 
shall enjoy in· all the Member States the most exten-
sive legal capacity accorded to legal persons. 
2. The seat of the Foundation shall be m lreland. 
Artidt 5 
The Foundation shall comprise: 
- an Administrative Board, 
- a director and deputy director, 
- a Committee of Experts. 
.• 
·.t 
. Ar1id~ 6 
I. The Administrative Board shall consist of 30 
members, of whom : 
(a) nine members shall represent the Governments of 
the Member States. 
(b) nine members shall represent the ~mptdyeO;• 
org:mizations, 
(c) nine membc.-rs shall represent the employc:tl' 
organiz:~tions. 
(d) three members shall repn~sent the Cornmissic. 
. n. 
2. The mc.-mbers fdcrrcd to in (a), (b) and (c) sh•'l 
be appointed by the Council on the basis of <·~·c: 
member for each Member State and for each of •fl,.. 
abovcmentioned categories. The Council sh:!ll at ~h; 
same time appoint under the same conditions an alter-
nate to attend meetings of the Administrati ... e Bolrd 
only in the absence of the member. The Cornmissio:'l 
shall appoint the membe(S and alternates who are to 
represent it. · 
3. The term of office of members of the Adminis~ra: 
tive Board shall be three years. lt shall be rcne\\:ablc:. 
Upon the expiry of their term of office or in the C\t'ni 
of their resignation, members shall remain in office 
until their appointments ;~re renewed or until they are 
replaced. 
4. The Administrative Board shall dect 1::s 
chairman and three dcpUiy ( l. · ·r·rn from among its 
m~mbers. to serve for a pcc il". v! one year. .. 
5. The Chairman shall convene the Administr<~:iv~ 
Board at least twice a year :10d at the request of at 
least one-third of its members. 
6. Decisions by the Administrative Board shall k 
&aken by :in absolute majority of its members. 
Articlt 7 
1. The Administrative Board sh21l administer the 
Foundation ·whose guidelines it shall lay down after 
consultation with the Committee of E:cperls. On the 
basis of a draft submitted bv the director, the Adminis-
trative Board shall, in agr~ement with the Commis. 
sion, adopt the programme of work. 
2. It s~all adopt its rules of procedure which shall 
enter into force after being approved by the Coun~it, 
following consultation with the Commi~sion .• 
3. It shall decide whether to ·accept any leg:~C)·, 
donation or subsidy from sources .other than th.= 
Community. 
. . . 
-, 
.~ 
Artidt 8 ... 
1. The director and deputy director of the Found_a-
• tion shall be appointed by the Commission from a !Jst 
of candidates submiHed by the Administrative Qomi. 
I 2. · The director and ihe deputy director shall ~ 
chose11 on the grounds of their .c.ompetence and thctr 
~ndcpen<U:n~ shaH be peyond doubt. · 
3. -11\e- drrector and the deputy director sll:JII b_c 
appointed for a maximum period of five yl"ars. Thclt 
~cnm or office sh:~ll be renewable. .. ...... 
·.· 
-... 
. ·,. 
... -ol .. 
~- ...... 
....... 
-. 
• t -
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Articlt 9 
1. The director sh"11 dir.tcc the foundotion and 
•$hall lmplenumt the decisions of the Administrative 
Board. He shall bC the legal representative ·of the 
Foundation. 
2. Under the provisions relating to staff, ·the 
director shall have authority over the st:1ff of the Foun· 
·dation. He shall be responsible for thdr recruitment 
and dismissal and for stipulating the qualifications 
~equired of them. · 
J. · .• The director shall prepare the activities of the 
Administrath-e Bo:trd. The director, or the deputy 
director, or both. shall attend the meetings of this 
board. 
4. The director shall be accouotablc to the Adminis-
trative Board for the running of the foundation. 
Articlt 10 
1. The Committee of E:tperts shall consist of 12 
members appointed by the Council on a proposal 
from the Commission and selected from among scien-
tific and other circles <oncemed in the Foundation's 
~c:tivity. 
2. The Commission will take into account when 
drawing up its proposal : 
- the .need to maintain a balance between the tvo·o 
complementary aspects of the Foundation - i,e. 
living conditions and working conditions_; 
- the need for the best possible scientific and tech-
nical advice ; 
- the need foe at least one national from each 
Memb'er State to be appointed. 
J. The term of office: of the memberst. of the 
Committee C?f ExpectS shall be three y~rs &¥ld shall 
~ renewable. 
Artkle 11 
l. The task of thc:.Committc:e of Experts shall be to 
deliv~r opinions to the other organ~ of the: Foundation 
· in all fields falling within the lattec·s competence, 
either at the request of the director or on its own initi· 
ativc:. All its opinions, inCluding that given to the 
director for dr:twlng up tbe programme of work 
(referred to in Article 12), shall be communicated 
simultaneously to the director and the Adntinistf\ltive 
Board. 
2. Tl1c Committee shall select ·a chaimlan from 
among its nu.·mb\.·N and draw up itli rules of procc:· 
~~ . ' 
J.• The committee :thnll be: convetted by its 
chairnum, by agrccnu:nt with the director. M.\.'Ctings 
shall ~ hcld at 1\:;~:.t twk~: a y~:nr and wh~:n l'!:qu"":itcd 
~y at ll.!'".&lit ~vcn of it:i ntemll\:1'5. 
Artti:lt 11· 
I. Tlw din:cror shall dmw 11p an annu:al· progmn\mc 
of work ~fore i July e~u:h y"-ar· on the: ~is of th~ 
auidelines rderred to in Article: 7. The annual 
proaratnine ahatt be part of a four-year . rolling 
programme. The p:ojeeta in the oni\Uil prosrammc 
shall be accompanied by an estimate of 'the necessary 
expenditure. 
... 
When drawing up the programme~ the director shall 
anke account o£ the opinions of the Committee of 
Experts, as well as of those of the Community institu-
tions and the Economic and Social Committee. 
To this end, and in order to avoid any duplication of 
work. the Commutiity institutions and the Economic 
and Social Committee shall inform the foundation of 
their requirements and as far as possible of any rele-
vant work and studies which they are carrying out 
themselves; • 
2. The director shall forward the programme of 
work to the Administrative _Board f~r approval. 
ArtMe IJ 
I. Not later than 31 March of each year, the 
director shall prepare a general report on the activities, 
financial situation and future guid~lines of th: Founda-, 
rion• .: _.._... · · · ·' <r •• 
. . 
L .J'tfb:r "'ts ·adoptmn "bf tht·Nr,.Y.r,tiS'CthtWe' 8oar<t, 
che director shalt fOl"t\'tltd the general report tO the 
Community institutions J - · · . the Economic and 
Social Committee, and the Court of Auditors. 
Article 14 
The Administrative doacd sh:~il draw up a. balanced 
statement of all re'lienue and expenditure for dch 
financial ye-ar. which shall be the same as the calendar 
year. 
Artidt IS 
1. The Administrati,-e Board shall, by ll Maceh 
each year at the latest. send the Commission an esti· 
n1ate of revenue and expenditure. This estimate. 
which shall indude an establishment plan, shall be · 
forwarded by the Commission to the Council with the 
preliminary dr~ft budget of the European Communi-
ties. . 
2. The budget of the European Communities shall 
each year. under a specific heading. indu.:L: a subsidy 
for the Foundation. 
The procedure. in force for the transf..:c of appropria-
tions from one chaptc:r to another !ihall apply to the 
appropriation foe this subsidy. 
Tile: Budget Authority shall dr.tw up chc "~rabli~hmcnr 
plan of the: foundation. 
J. Till." Adnlini$tr;~tivc: Board shall adopt th\!' \."Stl• 
m.tte of n:v..:nuc: and CX&X:nditurc b\:forc: th~: beginning 
of the: financial ye;~r. adjusting it to eh.: subsidy 
scant~ by the: Budg\.'t Authority. Titc: \.":illnlat.: thus. 
adopt"-d ~ball ~ forwardc:d by cbc: Contntill-sion to dtt: 
Budg~:t Aucho,ricy. 
.· 
1 
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.Article 11 
1. The financial provisions applying to the Founda· 
tio~ shall be adopted under Article 209 of the Treaty. 
· .llrticlt 21 
1. The contractual liability of the Foundation shall 
be g~\·eme~ ~y the law applicable to the contract in 
quest1on. 2. The Administrative Board shaJJ by 3 f March at 
the lat~t. send the accounts of all the revenue and 
expenditme of th~ Foundation for the preceding finan· The Court of Ju~tice of the European Communiti 
cial year . to the Court of Audi tors 9 • •• • shall have jurisdiction to gi\-e jud~ment pul'5u3nt :; 
The latter sfi'311 cxammc them m accordance with the • any arbit~ation clause contained in a contract 
s~cond p:uagraph of Aditle 206:s of the Treaty. concluded by the Foundation. 
3 The eccour.ts and tho report of the Court of Auditors, • . • 
·fo eUier r,{h {h, cbservaticns of U.e Aclilit s{rativc Boardl .. In the c~se of non-contr~crual habalny, the Faun-
of thP- cur.d>! 1 en, sr.:: I ee s~r. ., tne o~raca .\Ona c;n edauon shall, tn accordance wath the general principles 
. )( Oetcbtr at the ta.~ .. st,:to tho. :urooi!an t'arlia;~ent. the common to the laws of the Member States. make good 
CoUnefl 5 h.r~ Ct:,l ui en, tlld {ne Court o! :udl to,.s. ~ ~ny damage caused by the. Foun_dation or its sen·ant$ £urope_.n Parlia~ePt u;>o:'l a re;c~c:nnat.ion ·ire::: tr.e • m the performance of then dut•es. 
C uncff\1ifcll$h~ct b•r a Q.:ali th3 :;~j~\ tY, shall . · . · ~ di seharge to· the .t::i nt" rat ve .. oar 0 ne The Court o£ just1ce of the Europe-.an Communities FOUri38Hcn,in.worda:~ce ·liHh Article ZJ6'6 of t~e Treaty sh~ll have jurisdiction in disputes relating to contpen-
4. The financial tontroller of--the Coauaission shall "' sauon for any sucli damage. 
be rt}ponsible for checking the commitment and 
payment of all expenditure and the recording and 
recovery of . all revenue of the Foundation. 
..... 
.Articl~ !1 
4J .. The pro\isions governing the staff of the Foundation 
shall be adopted by th~ Council. acting on a proposal 
from the Commission. 
Articlt ta 
· Members of the Administrative Board, the director, 
• the deputy director, the Staff and all other persons · 
participating .in the activities of the Foundation shall 
• be required. even aft~r their duties have ceased, not to 
disci'* information of the kind covered by the oblip· 
lion ~y professional secrecy. 
• Art,-t:l, 19 
3. · The personal liability of sen-ants towards the: 
Foundation shall be soverned by the rdevant rro,i-
sions appl)in,g to. the staff of the foundation • 
Article 12 
Member States. members of the Administrative Board 
and third parties direetly and jKrsonally invol\·ec ma\' 
refer to die Commission any act of the Foundatio~. 
whether express or itraplied. for the Commission to 
examine the lesaJity of that act. 
Referral shall be made to the Commission -a.·ithin 15 
da)'S of the day on which the party concerned firs& 
became aware of the act in question. 
t 
' .... The rules govemins the languages of the European 
Ccsmmunities shall apply to the FoUndation. 
The Commission sbaU take a dKision within one 
month. If no decision has been taken · -a.oithin this 
period. che case shall be deemed eo have ~n 
dismissed. · 
• 
Article 20 
The ProtO(ol on the pmileses and immunities. of the 
European Communities shall apply to the founda· 
lion. 
/uticlr 2J 
This Regulation sha.IJ enter into force on the third day 
·following its publication in the Official Jurmrctl oj 
lbt Europt.:tn Cumnumi#es. ~ 
This Replation shall .be bindinJ in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
~~- . . 
Done at Luxcmboura. 26 May l97S. 
For tbt Cormdl • 
t~h~ ~;PnsiJt11t 
. 
:t.$.-y.~:CUNTON 
.. 
•· 
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AMENDED 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) N° 1416/76 of 1 June 1976 on the financial 
provisions applying to the European Centre for the Development of 
Vocational Training. 
• 
• 
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COUNCIL REGU~TION (EEC) No 1416/76 
of 1 June 1976 
on the financial pro\'isions applying to the European Centre for the Development of 
No L 164/1 
-----~----- ..... _ .. ___ , _____ . .. __ . ---·-- ,Vocational Training 
"-~ .. , .. ~ ....... ·----··~--~. ·--· ..... 
• 
--------- ---.-- ·- t·-· -----.- -- .. --~ ... -·~··· TITLE I 
GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
Article 1 
1. Each year a statement .of revenue and 
expenditure shall forecast and authorize the 
estimated reve_nue and exrenditure ."'If the Centre. 
2. Expenditure may be authom.\.d for a period 
going beyond the financial year only in accordance 
with the detailed rules provided for in the statement 
of revenue and expenditure. 
Administrative expenditure arising from contracts 
.which have been concluded in accordance with lqcal 
usage for periods going beyond the financial year is' 
not subject to the provisions of the preceding 
subparagraph. Such expenditure shall be charged to 
the statement of revenue and expenditure for the 
financial year in which it is incurred. 
Article 2 
The appropnauons entered in the statement of 
revenue and expenditure shall be used in accordance 
with the principles of economy and sound financial 
· ,,, · mana2ement. 
40 -
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Article 3 
1. All re\•enue and expendirure ·shall be entered in 
full in the statement of revenue and expendirure and · 
intheaocounts. · 
All re,·enue shall cover all expendirure. 
2. · Notwithstanding the provisions of the second 
subparagraph of paragraph 1, any revenue intended 
for a specific purpose, such as income from 
foundations, subsidies, gifts and bequests, shall not 
be used for any other purpose. 
After informing the Commission the Management 
Board may accept.any donation made to the Centre, 
and in particular. foundations, subsidies, gifts and 
bequests. · · 
The Management Board shall a~cept donations 
which may im·oh·e any kind of financial charge only 
subject to authorization from the Commission which 
shall ,·ote on the matter ,,·ithin two months from the 
date of receipt of the request from the Management 
Board. If no objection has been made within this 
period, the Management Board shall take a final 
decision on acceptance. · 
·Mit:l64 
No revenue shall be collected and no expenditure 
effected unless credited to or charged against .an 
Article in the statem(tlt of revenue and expend!rure. .. 
. , 
Save as ·oth~nvise ~provided. in this Regulation, 
expenditure may. not be committed in excess of the 
appropriations authorized for the fmancial year or of 
the authorizations granted in respect of subsequent 
financial years. 
No expenditure shall be authorized in excess of the 
allotted appropriations. The total amount of the 
'proceeds shall be entered in the ·accounts without 
any adjustment of revenue against expenditure, save 
as ~thenvise provided in Article 2.2. 
ArticleS 
The financial year shall correspond to the calendar 
year. 
The revenue of a financial year shall be entered in 
the accounts for the financial year in whicH it is 
·collected. 
The allotted appropriations may be used solely to 
. cover expenditure properly entered into and· paid 
. ~,,~· .lJOder the financial year for whic:h they were granted, 
\~~;t'·:. 
save as othenvise pro\·ided in Article 6, and to co,·er 
the debts relating to preceding financial years for 
which no appropriation was carried forward. 
The expenditure of a financial year shall be entered 
in the accounts for that year on the basis of 
~-penditure the authorization for which reached the 
Financial Controller not l:lter than 31 December, and 
for which the corresponding pavments were effected 
not later than the follo,\·ing 15 J~nuary. 
Article6 
1. (a). The appropriations relating to. staff may not 
be carried fonvard. 
(b) The appropriations not ·committed as at 31 
December may be carried fonvard to the next 
financial year only. 
(c) The appropriations in respect of payments 
still outstanding as at 31 December for 
commitments properly entered into between 
.1 January and 31 December shall be carried 
fonvard automaticall)· to the next financial 
year only. 
· · 4. The appropriations referred to in paragraph 1 (b) 
which have not been committed on 31. December 
and for which authority· to carry fonvard to the next 
financial year has been given shall lapse if they have 
not been committed or paid out by the end of the 
. said financial year. 
S. The Commission shall be provided, for its 
information, before 1 March, with a list of the 
appropriations to be carried forward automatically. 
The Commission/ shall forward this list to the 
. European Parliament and the Council for their 
information. 
-
• 
,. 
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6. When implementing the statement of revenue 
and expenditure, details of the utilization of 
appropriations carried forward shall be entered 
separately articl~ by article in the accounts lor the 
current financial year. 
Article 7 
Current administrath·e expenditure chargeable to the 
next financial year and which, by its nature, arises at 
the beginning of that financial year may, as from 15 
November of each year, be charged as an expec:ted 
commitment against the· appropriations P.rovided for 
in respect of the next financial year up to a 
maximum of one quarter of the total corresponding· 
·appropriations for· the current year. However, such 
commitments shall not apply to new expenditure of 
a kind not yet approyed in pl'inciple in the statement 
of revenue and expenditure of the then current 
financial year. 
If the statement of revenue and expenditure ~ not 
finally adopted at the beginning of the financial year, 
Article 204 of the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community shall apply to commitments 
and payments of expenditure of a kind already 
approved in principle in the last statement duly 
adopted. 
Payments may be made monthly in respect of any 
chapter up to one-twelfth of the total appropriations 
_-entered in the chapter in question for the· preteding 
. _financlal year; thill may not, however, have the effec:t 
of placing at the .disposal of the Centre monthly 
• 0 • 
appropmltlons in excess of one-twelfth of the 
amount of the subsidy reserved for the Centre in the 
draft budget ot, in the absence thereof, in the 
preliminary draft budget of the Communities. 
Commitments may be entered into in respect of the 
relevant chapter up to one-quarter of the total 
appropriations entered in the chapter in question for 
the preceding financial year increased by one-twelfth 
for eacli completed month; the amount of the 
~tubsidy resen·ed for the Centre in the draft budget 
or, in the absence thereof, in the preliminary draft 
budget of the Communities may not, howe\'er, be 
exceeded. . · 
At the request of the Management Board and 
without prejudice to the provisions of the second 
paragraph, the Commission may, in the light of 
administrative requirements, authorize two or more 
provisional t\velfths simultaneously. 
Article 9 
The statement of revenue and expenditure of the 
. Centre and the list of posts shall be published for 
information purposes in the Official ]oum.zl of t!Je 
Ettropean Communities, at the same time as the 
budget of the Communities. 
Artide 10 
The· statement of revenue and exoenditure shall be 
drawn up in ~ ECU.,.• · · · · • The Yalue 
. ol the ECU . - :SiiilT\e'tfiiOatd dovn in · 
the Finaneial Regulatiot applicable to the general 
'budget· of· the European Couuai tf as. 
0 •• 
. . ·.. . . .~.. . ... 
~ • .. r-
.· ... . ·. 0 '0 " 
TITLE n 
PREsENTATION AND STRUCTuRE 'OF nm .STATEMEL'l'l' OF REVENUE AND 
BXPENI>mJRE 
Artide 11 
1. The Management Board of the Centre ahaJ1 
send the Commission by 31 March at the latest an 
estimate of the Centre's revenue and expenditure for 
the following year. This estimate shall include a list 
amend. They· must be justified by• relerence to the 
'statement. 
Supplementary estimates must be submitted to the 
·Commission as a general rule not later than the date 
laid down for submitting the estimate for the 
following financial year. · 
of~ ' -
0 0 3. Where necessary, the Commission may make 
2.·1n the event of uaaveiaable. e'(~l"-tional, or unforeseen proposals to the budgetar)' authority concerning 
=ircuasfances the Nilnagemenl Boo1rJ ,;''' + ~.: Centre: may ' appropriate steps to be taken to amend the subsidy 
;;.;.;..-.;..,.;,::s-::et~w' supplementary · or amending c:;timates to the entered in the budget of the Communities under 
Commission. Such estimates shall be presented and Article . U. In their deliberations the competent 
adopted in the same form and following the same · authorities shall take into af:(Ount the urgenq· of the 
t· ... · , . p~edure as the statement whose forecasts they matter • 
. ··.:~f:~~·-: ~ . ' 
':;.·· .... 
!-· 
I 
f 
J 
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Article 12 
1. In support of the estimate there shall be 
submitted: 
- a list of posts including, for each category of 
staff, a detailed list of authorized posts and 
actual numbers of persons holding posts on the 
date of submission of the estimate of revenue and 
expenditure; 
- where a change in the numbers of · persons 
holding posts is proposed, a statement giving the 
reason for requesting new posts; 
- a quarterly estimate of cash payments and 
receipts. 
2. As a preface to the estimate the !'vianagement 
Board shall submit a general introductory note 
containing in particular: 
- an outline of the policy justifying the request for 
the appropriations; 
- an explanation of the changes in appropriations 
from one financial year to the next. 
Furthermore, the Commission shall attach to the 
estimate an opinion which may contain different 
estimates duly supported. 
Article 14 
The Management Board shall adopt the statement of 
revenue and expenditure before the beginning of the 
financi.1l year, adjusting it to the subsidy granted by 
the budget :mthority. 
The statement thus adopted shalt be forwarded to 
the Commission forthwith. 
Article 15 
The statement of revenue and expenditure shall be 
subdivided into titles, chapters, articles and. items 
according to the nature of the revenue or 
e:t.:penditure or the intended purpose thereof. It shall 
show: 
(a) the appropriations made a\·ailable for the 
financial year in question divided into titles, 
chapters, articles and items, following a decimal 
classification system; 
(b) the appropriations made available for the 
preceding financial year and the actual 
expenditure for the last financial year for which 
the accounts have been closed, increased by the 
amounts carried forward, using the same 
classification; 
(c) appropriate co~m~nts on each subdivisio~; 
3. The Commission may - if appropriate at the 
reouest of the ~bnagcmenr Board - ;resentL by 
eeans of a 1 etter of a:llend;en}_, urooosa fs for cnanges . 
to the esh;~ate v• revenue ana exp~no1 fure necess1 toted (d) in an annex a list of posts fixing the number of 
"by the receiot of nev infor2ation vhich vas not prenously posts for each grade in each category and in each 
avail ab 1 e. service. 
.Article 16 
However, save fn very exceotional circucstances, the 
CO~:llission must put sucn a let~er OT a~endJeOt to the 
Council ·at least 30 cays cefo~e the first reedina ot-th~ 
draft Generai Budgat by the Eurcoean Parii2cent, ano the 
·Council r.u st t>u t 1 n: 1 .ot hr to .·tr.e. tu~ooe.:n. r' ar 11 a111ent The list of posts drawn up by the budget authority 
at least i 5 oays berore tne sa1 il T1 rst rea en ng., shaH constitute a binding limit for the Centre; no 
·~ ··- ···· . . Adi cl e 13 appointment may be made in excess of that limit. 
Tho subsidy for the Centre shall be made available 
to it in accordance 11ith the ru1es laid down in TITLE m 
this Regula~fhEMENTATIO:N OF THE STATEMENT OF REVE.:-.JUE AND EXPENDITURE 
SECTION I 
GE.l\'ERAL PROVISIONS 
Article 17 
' The statement of revenue and expenditure shall be 
implemented in accordance with the principle that . 
the authorizing officers and accounting officers are 
different individuals. 
The appropriations shall be administered by the 
authorizing officer who alone is empowered to enter 
into commitments regarding expenditure, establish 
the sums due to be collected :md issue receivable 
orders and payment orders. The operations of 
collection or payment shall be carried out by the 
accounting officer. The duties of an authorizing 
officer shall be incompatible with those of a 
financial controller or accounting officer. 
Article.18 
r •. 
The Management Board of the Centre shall 
implement the statement of revenue and expenditure 
on its own responsibility in accordance with this 
Regulation and within the limits of the 
appropriations allotted. 
• 
• • 
• 
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Th" M•m•'l:~nl~nr Bn:~rJ ~h:~ll dclc~:tre its powers 
under conJirions to be laid down by it and within 
the limits set in the instrument of delegation which 
shall be communicated to the delegatee, the 
~ccoumjng officer, the Financial Controller and the ~ourt ot Auditors0 
Article 19 
The Financial Controller of rhe Commission shall be 
responsible for checking the commitment arid 
payment of ail expenditure and the establishment 
and recovery of all re\·cnue of the Centre. 
The check shall be carried out by that official by 
means of inspe..:tion of the files relating to 
expenditure and re,·cnue and, if necessary, on the 
spot. 
The Financial Controller may be assisted in his 
duties by one or more assistanr financial controllers. 
The special rules applicable to suc:h officials, wh.ich 
shall be laid OO\vn in the measures of 
implementation provided for under Article 76, shall 
be so formulated as to guarantee that such officials 
are independent i.n the discharge of their duties. 
Article 20 
The collection of revenue and the payment 'of 
expenditure shall be carried out by an accounting 
officer nominated by the ~ianagement Board. 
Subject to the second subparagraph of Article 42, 
and to Article 43, the accounting officer alone is 
empowered to manage funds and assets. He shall be 
· responsible for their safe-keeping. 
, He may be assist~d in his duties by one or more 
assistant accounting officers, nominated under _the 
same conditions as the accounting officer. - •.•... 
Article 21 
1. The appropriations shall be classified by 
chapter and article. 
2. The appropriations entered under a chapter of 
expenditure may not be used for the purposes of any 
other chapter of e.xpenditure. 
3. Ho\vever, the Management Board may propose 
to the Commi~sion that appwpriations· be 
transferred from one chapter to another. 
The Commission shall act within one month, U lt 
has not so acted, the transfers shall be deemed to be 
approved. 
The Management Board or, by delegation, the 
Director of the Centre mav authorize transfers 
hetwcen articles on behalf of the Centre. 
The Commission shall be informed of such transfers. 
4. Every proposal for a transfer within a chapter 
.. or between chapters shall be subject to the approval 
of the Financial Controller who shall attest that the 
appropriations are available. 
5. This Article shall apply to the appropnauons 
for revenue allocated for a specific purpose within 
the meaning of Article 3 (2) <;>nly as long liS that 
revenue is not used for any other purpose. 
Article 22 
Notwithstanding Article 4: 
(a) the foliowing deductions may be made from all 
bills, invoice<> or statements, which shall then be 
passed for payment of the net amount: 
- fines imposed on a party to a contract or an 
accepted tender; 
- adjustments of amounts paid in error which 
can be achie,·ed by means of deduction 
beforehand against a payment of the same 
kind of expenditure out of appropriations 
under the chapter, article and financial year in 
respect of which the excess payment was 
made; · - .. · ··- • -· · 
- the ·value of vehicles, apparatus, e<fuipment 
and installations taken in part exchange in 
·-accordance with commercial usage upon 
.... purchase of new apparatus, vehicles, 
equipment and installations of the same kind. 
Discounts, refunds and rebates on invoices and 
bills shall not be recorded as separate revenue; 
(b) the following sums may be reused: 
- revenue arising from the refund of amounts 
. paid in error against appropriations entered 
in the statement of revenue and expenditure; 
- the proceeds from the supply of goods and 
services to other institutions or bodies, 
I . 
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including the rdmbur~cmcnt of miSSIOn 
allow:mces paid for the account of those 
institutions or bodies, and reimbursed by 
them; 
- the amount of insurance inJemniti'-"S rc,eivcJ; 
- the revenue from the s:tle of publications and 
films; 
- the amount of the refund of fiscJ.l ch:uges 
incorporated in the price of the products or 
sen·ices provid~·J ro the Centre. effected by 
Member State~ pursu.1nr to the provisiono; of 
the Protocol on the prh·ik~c" and immunities 
of the European Communities; 
- the rc\·enuc from the supply of goods .and 
services and from building works :~gain-;t 
payment; 
- the proceeds from the s:1le of vehicles, 
equipment and installations and also 
app:tratus and equipment lor technic:tl and 
scientific purpo~es, when they arc repl:lced. 
The reuse of such sums must t:tke place before 
the end of rhe fin:tnci::~l year which follows the 
one in which the revenue was collected: 
The accounting plan shall include suspense account~ 
ili'Treor to record the re-use of sues 1n respect 
~~~nue and expenditure. 
(c) adjaste~eat: may be made in respect of the losses 
and gains made on the rates of exchange when traos-• 
ferring funds and also on debtor and creditor 
. interest rates relating to cash operations, !>.nly 
the balance being ~,own as rev~nue or expenditurep 
The accounting plan sha11 provide for suspense 
accounts in order to record the reuse of $i.!Ch s:JlliS 
iP terAS of both revenue and ev~enditure~ 
SECTION 11 
REVENUE AND MANAGD.'lENT OF AVAU .. ABlE 
fUNDS 
Article 23 
1. EH·ry mt"a~urc which is ~uch as to give ri"c to :l 
Jcht due to the Centre must ~e preceded 1->y a 
propos:ll from the :~uthoiizing officer. Such 
proposals shall he forwarded to the Financial 
Conrrolkr. They shall mention. in p:uticu!:lr, the rrr.: 
of revenue, the estimated arnounr thereof and the 
item to which it is to he credited and also the name 
and description of the debtor. They shall be 
registered after approv:tl by the Financial Controller. 
The btter's approval shall serve to certify that: 
(a) the revenue is corrC\:tly credited; 
(b) the proposal is in order :md conform• ra the 
rcle\·:tnt provisions, in p:trticular, of the statement 
nf rc\'enuc and expenditure applying to the 
Centre and of all acts made in implcmcnt:ttion of 
those Regulations, :tnd to the principles of sound 
financi:tl management. 
lbc fin.\1\\:ial Controller m.1y withhold his appro\'al. 
The authorizing officer m:ty, by a decision stating 
the full reasons thercfor, and on his sole 
rc.;ponsibility, overrule this refusal. The decision of 
the authori7in~ officer shall he implc.-mentcd: it shall 
he communicated for information to the Fin:10cial 
Controller. The ~1anaAcment Roarll of the Centre 
!th.•ll rcrioJic.,Jir inform thC' .Court of Auditors of 
each oaa of thast daclaioaC. 
2. The competent authorizi g officer shall drav up, 
in respec o every deo es a is e, a recovery or er 
Vl1iCll shall be sent vt th su6pcrtl"ffg-docuawts to t:1e 
fin::nci al con troll er for hiiP.rj or aoprovaL Such 
recovery orders shalli,;iarfe~lhe1 have received tha 
aoproval of the financial ~ontro lerL-be register~d 
by the accounting officer. :, 
The purpose of the approval sha11 be to establish that 
~) .!_he revenue is booked t~ the correct budget Hea :; 
(b) the order is in order a~d conforas to the re1e~ar.t 
provl s1 ons; + 
(c) the supporting documents ~re in order; 
(d) the debtor is correctly described; 
- -~the due date is indicated; 
(f) the ordsr confor:as to sou!ld financial raanag!!t~ent:; 
(g)the amount and currency of the sua to be recovered 
~.!:e correct; 
If approv31 is withheld, the second suboaraqraph of 
paragraph l shall apply~ 
Artich 24 
1; The accounting officer sh2ll assume responsibility 
for tha recovery ordersati'lyoravn u:l.· 
He shall exercise all d~~_Eili~nce to ensure th?~the 
resources due to the Ccr,~~n1ties are recover~d at the 
due dates i ndi cate"d in the recover orders "iiiTSiiaT1 
·~sure that the ~~ts of the Lo.,~uni ies are safeguarded. 
The accoun-t; ng officer sha 11 i nfor111 ~ authori zi n~ officer 
~nd the financial controller of anv revenue not recovered 
v~e time limits laid downo 
?. If the Ma~ement Boa1·d waives the right to r!lcover an 
!~tab li shed debt, it·-sha 11 i nfor11 the fi nand a l con iro 11 e:-. 
• 
The ur ose of the a rova1 of the financial controller shell 
be .o es a •lS na e waiver is in order and conforas 
vith the principles of sound financial ~anage~ent. The 
proposal concerned shall be reg1stered by the ac~ounting 
officer. 
f 
• 
' . 
'. 
.. 
• 
.... 
Article 25 
• 45 .. ~· l- C\o.'flJ-
f4t.1auns therefur. The outhaulal"l otnm ahall ho 
nndfk-d accordingly, 
Where .tpproval k wirhhc:ld and the authorizing 
officer m.aint:ains hi' prnroJ.\1, the maner shall be 
rclnrrd for a ~i~on to the Man:tJ;cmcnt Board. 
' • A receipt shall be Issued In respect of all cash payaeAb 
aade to the aceountiag officero · 
Ex~ept whi:re che avllil.tbility of the arrrorriations is 
In dnuhr, the .Man:a;ement Board may, b)· means of 
a decision statinj; the full re:tl'mS thcrcfor, and on its 
sole rnponsibilitv1 overrule such a refus:tL This 
decision shall ·be implemented; it shall be 
cmnmunic:accd for informarion to the Financbl 
Concrolk-r. The Man:t~cmc:nt Board shaH 
pcrioJi"llr infnrm th• C011r.t of ladt tora of uch of 
.. 
L 
. : 
• I 
Article 26 
The su•sfdy entered in the budget of the Coaaunttfes shall 
be paid to the Centre in quarterly instalments, by the 15th 
d8r of each quarter, on the basis of the estimate referred 
to to the third tnde:1t of l.rticle 12 (I) ud in &CCIIt'danct 
vltb actual require:aeAts.. 
SECTION Ill 
C:OM.'IIllTMEIII'T. CLEARANCE, Atm IORIU110N 
AND PAYMENT Of EXI'F ..... &>rru&l 
J. Commitment of expenditure 
Ut• 4eclaiMie • 
.· 
ArtldeJI 
The purpose of cle:trance of expenditure by Rho 
authorizin; o(ficcr 'lhall be:; 
' . I 
- to orcri(r she crcdiror•s dpim; 
• i ! 
! 
~-
... 
, 
t , . 
.. 
: 2 
lo 
• 
. .
• . 
.. 
i 
,. 
! 
. 1 
. 
~ 
1. AR mc:asum which mar · ;ive rise to 
expenditure chirsC3ble to the st:atcmenc of rC\·enuc 
and expenditure must ltc prcccJed by' a propos:al for 
commitment of expenditure fmm the authorizing 
officer. A provi~ional cnmmicment mar be entered 
into in rcsrcct cJ current expenditure. 
2. The procedure for intr!emcmina; the provision• 
of paraar:arh 1 above shall ensure that an exact 
account is kept of commitmenh and authoriz:ations 
in terms of the actua1 needs. 
klltle lR 
- to determine or '-cri(j Rho eximncc and the 
amouht of &he debt; andt • 
- to verify ahe conditi~ under which paymcnr 
faDs clue. ~ 
MickJZ 
• Proposal• fnr commitments 1\haR lte referred to the 
F'mancial Controller and then to the accounring 
officer; they shall sho\'1 in panicular the PUfl'C"C nf 
rhe expenditure, the cstintated amount involved. if · 
possa"blc the currency of payment, the item to which 
• ic is to be charged and also the name and dcscripdon · • · . . · 
of the mdicor; they sb.11l be rcaistcnd aftet · .!t The authorizing . · officc:r cmpowcrccl to d~r 
approval by the F'mancial Controller.. cxpcndicurc shall personally check the suppomns 
c1ocumcnts or shall. on his own rcspoasibilitro 
• · accnaift rhac rhis lw been done. 
The F'manciaJ Controller"s ArrrovaJ of propoub (or 
commitments of expenditure shaD save to ccnily 
tlw: 
(a) tM expenditure h.\, been currcctly charAC'f; 
(b) the appropriations arc :h'ait:tltlc: 
(c) the expenditure is in order And confonm tO the 
rclc\11nt pi'O\isions, in panicular. of the St:ltcmCAt 
of revenue and nrcndirore and the &eRul:arions 
applying eo the Centre, and nf all acts made in 
imrlnncnrarion of these Regulations; 
(d) the principlrs n( sound ianancia1 manaacmcnt . 
haYc bc:cn appJiN. 
.W.:!.: ')a 
Wbete dtc Fin:ancial Concro1tcr withhold' hit · 
appront M shall furnish a written statement rtl hit 
Authorization shaD be the lonnal seep whereby the 
author.izins oU'cccr, by che issue of a paJIDCDC order, 
acnacu the accounting officer 80 pay u kaD of 
expenditure which he has dared. , 
.. 
:I 
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____________ , ---------------~----------------
The payment order shall state: 
- the financial year against which the payment 
shall be charged, 
- the Arti~le in the statement of revenue and 
expenditure and anr other subdivision that may 
apply, 
- the amount to be p.1id (in figures and words) and 
the currency of payment, 
- the name and address of the payee, 
- the purpose of the expenditure, 
- and the method of payment, where,-er possible. 
The parment order shall be dated and signed by the 
authorizing officer. 
Article 35 
The payment order shall be accompanied by the 
original supporting documents, which shall bear or 
be accompanied by a statement certifying the 
correctness of the amounts to be paid, the receipt of 
the supplies and the performance of the service and, 
if appropriate, the entry of the goods in the 
in\"entory referred to in Article 52. 
It shall show the numbers and" dates of the relevant 
approvals of commitments. Copies of supporting 
documents, certified as true copies br the authorizing 
officer, may, in some cases, be accepted in place of 
the originals. 
Article 36 
. For payments by instalment, the first payment order 
'shall be accompanied by documents estabiishing the 
creditor's right to payment of the instal1nent in 
question. Subsequent payment orders shall refer to 
the supporting documents already furnished, and 
repeat the reference number of the first' payment 
order. 
The authorizing officer may grant advances to 
personnel if a pro•;ision laid down by regulation 
specifically provides thcrefor, or if a member of the 
staff has to make disbursements on behalf of the 
Centre \Vhich are chargeable to the statement of 
revenue and expenditure. 
Apart from the imprests .referred to in Article 43, no 
ad,·ancc may be granted unless it has been approved 
beforehand by the Financial Controller. 
Article 37 
Payment orders shall be sent to the Financial 
Controller for prior approval. 
Prior approval shall confirm that: 
(a) the paymcnr order was proper!~· issued, 
. (b) the payment order agrees with the commitment 
of expenditure and that the amount thereof is 
correct, 
(c) the expenditure is charged to the correct item, 
(d) the appropriations are available, 
(e) the supporting documents are in order, 
(f) the payee is correctly described. 
Article 38 
Shoul4 approval be withheld, Article 30 shall apply. 
Attic/e 39 
After approval the origjnal of the payment order, 
together with all suppprting documents, shall be 
forwarded to the accounting officer. 
4. Payment of expenditure 
Article 40 
Payment shall be the final action ,,·hereby the Centre 
is disch.arged of its obligations towards its creditors. 
Payment shall be made by the accowuing officer 
within the limits of the funds available. 
In the event of an error or of the validity of the 
discharge being contested or of failure to observe the 
formalities prescribed by this Regulation, the 
accounting officer must suspend payment. 
Article 41 
If payment is suspended, the accounting officer shall 
give the reasons therefor in a written statement 
which. he shall send forth\vith to the authorizing 
officer and, for information, to the Financial 
Controller. 
• 
t 
,. 
• 
• 
t 
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Except where the v:~lidity of the discharge is 
contested, the :~uthorizing officer may place the 
matter before the authority .1ppointed by the Centre 
in the manner laid down in the rules of procedure of 
the Centre. The said authority may require in 
·writing, and on its own responsibility, that payment 
be effected. 
Article 42 
Payments shall be effected as a general rule through 
a bank account or post office giro account. 
The procedure for opening, administering and using 
such accounts shall, in particular, indicate 
expenditure the payment of which m!Jst be effected 
either by cheque or by post. office or bank transfer 
order, and require the signature on cheques and on 
post office or bank transfer orders of t\vo duly 
authorized officials, one signature necessarily being 
that of the accounting officer, an , assistant 
accounting officer, or an imprest-holder. 
5. Imprcsts 
Article 43 
For the payment of certain categories of expenditure, 
imprests may be advanced. 
The implementation procedure referred to in Article 76 
shall contain specific provisions concerning in 
particular: 
- the appointment of imprest-holders; 
- the nature and maximum amount of each item of 
expenditure to be paid; 
- the maximum amount· of the imprest which may 
be advanced; 
- the time within which supponing documents 
must be produced; 
- the responsibility of th~ imprest-holders. 
TITLE IV 
CONCLUSION OF CONTRACTS, INvEl'lc"TOR Y, ACCOUNTANCY 
' 
SECTION I 
CONTRACTS FOR THE SUPPLY OF GOODS AND 
SERVICES FOR BUILDING WORKS, AND HIRE 
CONTRACTS 
Article 44 · 
1. -Contracts for the purchase or hiring of goods, 
for the provision of services or for building works 
shall be in writing. They shall be concluded 
following the award of contract or invitation to 
tender. 
HO\vever, contracts may be entered into by direct' 
agreement in the circumstanc.es referred to in 
Anicle46. 
Purchases may be made by way of a bill of costs or· 
ir.voice in the case provided for in Article 50. 
2. Invitations to competitive tender shall, as a 
general rule, be published in all the ~1ember States, 
and, where .1ppropnate, in non-member countries, in 
so far as this is compatibie with the development of 
the rele\·anr industries in the Communities. Howe,•er, 
the distribution of such invitations to tender may be 
restricted, where the scale or nature of the goods or 
services is such that they are not appropriate for a 
general invitation to cmnpetitive tender. 
Article 45 
1. The award of comrac· ~ shall be an 
administrative procedure prior to the letting of a 
contract following an invitation to competitive 
tender. Its effect shall be! to confer publicly on the 
tenderer whose tender is; the lowest - out of all 
those which are entered in due and proper form, 
meet the conditions laid down, and are comparable 
with each other - the right to the final award of the 
contract, after approval by the authorizing officer. 
The award of contract shall be termed public or 
open, where it is open to all corners to submit a 
tender; it shall be termed restricted where tenders 
may be entered only by those whom it has been 
decided to consult because of their special 
qualifications. 
2. A contract following an invitation to tender is a 
contract entered into by the contracting parties 
following an invitation to competith·e tender. In this 
case, the offer considered the most attractive may be 
freely chosen, taking into account the cost of 
performance, operating costs involved, technical 
merit, the time for performance, together with the 
financial guarantees and the guarantees of 
professional competence put forward by each of the 
tenderers. 
An invitation to tender shall be termed public or 
open where a general invitation to competiti,·e 
tender is involved; it shall be termed restricted where 
it is addressed only to those whom it has been 
decided to consult because of their speci;1l 
qualifications. 
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J. The proecdure (or issuinR an invitation· to 
competitive tcnd~r. both as regards the award of 
contract and im·itations to tender, shall be specified 
in the implementation procedure referred to in 
Artide76.' 
Artide.46 
Contracts may be made by direct agreement: 
(a) where the contract for the purchase or hiring of 
goods, for tbe provision of sel'\"ices or for 
buildinJ works invoh·es an aq\Ount not exceeding 
.61500 ECUs, · · . the ·'Centre bet ng bovnd1 hovevar, U ftf·n·pnsnie and by all 
appropriate means, to enable suppliers vho are 
ltkely to be able to supply tht goods and services 
il question to coapete; 
(b) where the purchase or hiring of goods, the 
provision of senices or the building works are so 
urgendy needed that it is not possible to wait for 
one of the tendering procedures specified in 
Article 45 to be carried out; · 
· -{c) -where the award of contract procedure or 
invitations to "tender do not gi\'e any result or 
·where the prices quoted are nor acceptable; · 
(d) where for technical, practical or legal reasons, 
ijle supply of goods and services can be ctrried 
out only by a particular contractor or supplier; 
(e) for contracts for the supply of additional goods 
and sen·ices or for additional building works 
whidi technically cannot be separated from the 
· main contract. ~ 
Article47 
There shall be no discrimina.tion between nationals 
of Member States on grounds of nationality in 
respect of contra~s entered into b)• the Centre. 
Article48 
Contrarts in.\:oh·ine: amounts exceeding "18 000 .. £CUs 
. ~- .. ··-- shall be subject to t'fie authorha£1on 
._-,Qf ~be Kanage~tent Boar.de 
· .. ~~~:~~-: ·. 
'.>:':;_.._ ______ _ 
I) OJ NO l356 of 2l Decccber 1977 
Artide49 
By wa)' of guarantee of the performance of the 
contracts, it may be required of the suppliers ere 
contractors by a clause included among the warranty 
clauses, that they make a preliminary deposit. 
The amount of the deposit shall be fixed: 
, - according to the usual trade terms • of supply 
contracts; ··'· · 
- according to ~the special conditibns :perrung 
building contracts. 
For building works invol\'ine an amount exceedi'l!; 
lQO 000 ECUs. . • , ·a deposit shall 
be obligatory. A securtty aiy ~e retained unttl ftaal 
ecceptance of delivery. 
Where a contract has not been performed or 
completion. has been late, the Centre shall ens'ure 
that it ·is adequately compensated in respect of all 
damages, interest and costs by the deduCtion of the 
amount from the deposit, whether this has been 
lodged directly by me supplier or contractOr, or by a 
third party. 
ArtideSO 
Contracts may be· made against invoice or bill of 
costs only where the expected value of the goods and 
sel'\"ic:es supplied or of the . ~uildinK wor~ d~ not 
exceed 300 "ECU s. · •. Ttits 1t att 
shall be increased ti zso·EcUt . . . 
.for expt~~di ture to be entered nto oitsl at Uie ieit 
of the Centre; 
Artide51 
INVENTORY OF tiOVABLE AND IHKOVABLE PROPERTY 
ArtiCle 52 
A permanent quantitativt' •itOry of all mo,·able 
and immovable pro,pcrt} ngmg to the Centre 
shall be t,ept in accordance with a model drawn up 
by the Commission.. Only movable property 
.... 49-
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exceeding a specific v..tlue provided for. in the 
measures of implementation t..tken under Article 76 
shall be entered in the inventory. 
The Centre shall instruct its departments to check 
that the entries in the inventory correspond to the 
i:u:ts. 
Article 53 
The sale of movable property shall be suitably 
advertised as laid down in the measures of 
implementation taken under Article 76. 
Apart from through sales by public auction, staff of · 
the Centre may not acquire any. movable property 
sold by the Centre. 
Artide 54 
• A statement or rec.ord shall be drawn up by the 
authorizing officer and endorsed by the Financial 
Controller whenever anr property in the inventory is 
disposed of, scrapped, hired out, or is missing on 
account of loss, theft or any other reason. 
The statement or record shall indicate in particular 
any oblig:Hion that may devolve on a member of the 
staff of the Centre or any other person to replace the 
· item in questi~n. 
If immovable property or large install..ttions are 
made available free of charge, they must be covered 
by contracts approved by the Financial Controller, 
and shall be the subject of an annual commuqication 
to the Commission when the esrimate of revenue and 
expenditure is presented. 
. Article 55 
Every purchase of movable or immo\·able pr,operty 
as defined in Article 52 shall, before payment is 
made, be entered in the permanent inventory. ~ 
That entry shall be recorded in the corresponding 
invoice or annexed document prcp;Lrcd with a view 
p to paying the expenditure in question. 
----- ------. -----------· ---------------~--
SECTION lli 
ACCOUNTS 
Article 56 
The accounts !>hall be kept by the method of double 
entry, on the basis of the calendar year. They shall 
show all revenue and expenditure for the financial 
year; they shall be authenticated by supporting 
documents. They may be kept in the currency of the 
country where the Centre has its seat. 
The revenue and expenditure a,ccount and the 
balance sheet shall be drawn up in ECU s. 
.·- . 
Article 57 
Entries relating to the accounts of the statement of 
revenue and expenditure and to commitments and 
established entitlements accounts shall be made on 
the basis of an accounting plan comprising a 
nomenclature of items which makes a clear 
distinction benveen the balance sheet accounts and 
the expenditure and revenue accounts in the 
statement of revenue and expenditure. 
These entries shall be recorded in books or on cards. 
These shall make it possible to draw up a general 
monthly statement of accounts, and a statement by 
chapter and article, of revenue and expenditure, 
which shall be forwarded to the Financial Controller. 
Article 58 
All advances shall be entered in a suspense account 
and settled at the latest during the financial year 
-,vhich follows the payment of this advance. 
Article 59 
Details of the method for drawing up and operating 
the accounting plan shall be laid down by the 
implementation procedure referred to in Article 76 . 
Article 60 
The accounts shall be closed -at the end of the 
financial year to enable the balance sheet and the 
revenue and expenditure account referred to in 
Title VI to be drawn up. The revenue and expenditure 
account shall be submitted to the Financial 
· Controller. 
.. 
- so - r 
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1. 
• TITLE V 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF AUTHORIZISG OFf=ICERS. fiNANCIAL CONTROLLERS. 
ACCOUNTING OH'ICERS AND IMrREST·HOLDERS ·····.-
Article 61 
Authori7jng uf(i(c:r5 whn, when e~tahli .. hing 
c:ntitll·mcnt'l to he rc:<:un•rc:,l ,,, i'-"uing rct.:c:iv ahlc 
ur,kr.,, cntc:rin~t inun:ununitmc:nt'l of exp'i'n,lirur~· nr 
'>iJ:nin~ l'l·'~nwnt ur,!,·r" Ju ,.n withuut t.:nmph·in~ 
with thi' Jt,·~ul.uiun anJ the rule:, f••r 11'> 
inll'lc.·ut' nt.llhlll ,h.11l I'C: li.1hlc: tu Ji'-d&'lin.try .Ktiun 
.mJ, wh,·n• ·'PI'Wrri.m:, tu I'·'>' .:HII\J'ICII!>.uiun. 't lu: 
same: ~olull nrJ1I)· it' clwy umit tu Jraw up .1 JU(um~·nt 
c:~ot.lbli .. bin" 'a debt Jue ur ii &he:)' nc:~lc:'t cu i .... uc 
re,c:i\·.ahlc: urJets or ;m:, withuur ;u .. tifi(.ltion, l;uc: in 
i .. ,uin.,; 1 hem. · 
1. A'"'uuauin~ uifi.:eh anJ .u-.istanc accounting 
ufiil.:c:r~o .. lt.~ll h.: l..thtc: 1u ,ti .. ,irlin.uy action anJ, 
where arJ'rupri.uc:. tu IM')'Illenc of compc:n).ltim• in 
rl ... J'IC~t ui r.l)'lnl'llb m.,J.:- hy them in di\fc~.ar.l ul 
the dnrJ """l'.lr.tt;r.aph nf Artklc 40. 
1. lmr.r.:st·holdc:rs shall rcnJc:r themselves liable to 
Ji~irlin;~ry actiun and, where appropri~tc, ro 
p.a)'m.:nt uf c:umpcns.uion in the followin~ c:tsC!'Si 
la) where they c~nnoc give satisfa"-rury proof, with 
Ju~ument!t in due: :mJ propc:r form, of payments 
"' ,,le: hy then\; 
(l'~ ''her .. · they d{c(t payment to a parcy. other th•m 
dte cnticl.:d pta)'CC. 
They "h.lll he: li.lhlc: tn di,c:irlinary a~o1iun and to 
r·') llli.'IU u( ~UII\JWil"•oUion in f\.~J'C\.'t of any Jo'iS or 
,kt,·rinr.arinn nf the munil.''• a"sc:t-. .tnd documents in 
th~ir ~lur;:c "'' a r.: .. uh (,f a dc:lihcrate error ur 
.. c:rinu'> n.:.,;ligc:n(c: n.n their pan. 
l. The 0\~.:ountinJ: o£fi~c:rs, a~sistant accounting 
offkc:r\ and imrr"'\t·huldc:rs r.hall insure them54:lves 
.a~;ain .. c the &i)ks arising under chis ardcle. 
the: Centre r.h.tll cover the: insurance c:oscs relaling 
. 'h,·r .. 'fo. . 
. 
-{ { 
.( 
.. 
l'h\·y sh,,U 1'14.' li.,hlc tu Ji .. ~irlinary a(Ciun Ju.J ru 
r.t)'lllC11\ ui '""'I'ICil'>.Uinn in rc:\re(C of .lll)' lu., .. ur 
,lc:h:riur.attun ui tlw muna~·,._ """"" anJ Jtkllnll.'lll' 111 
tlk'ir .:h.m~c: ·where ""'" ''"'!0 or Jc:rcrior .uiun r..-,tuh 
lrunl J ,Mahc:r.ue ~rrur or M."riuu' nettliJ;~."nCC: nn thl'lr 
rart. 
~~-'~!1 allo~~!.Ct t s rt.nt.~d_toJ~t....acctvntfAt-officer.~. ust stant !Sf~!'.li~t..!!!l.!!.rL~~d ad•intst .. atol"s._pf. advance fvnds. The sues i 
col"res~ondlng to this allo~ance shall be Cl"edtted each aonth to an 
1ccc~ri\::opened.liJ.lh(Centri on-behalf of •ach offh:tal In rrcf,,. t' 
ntabltsll a q"arantee fund fol" the purpose of ccvel"inlJ any c.•sh ot:, 
~.~~~· ·· $h~.':~.9!_ fO!.~~~t~~- ~.~·· · ptl"son · ~oncernef •l9ht _rendel" M • s11l f_ 
bt l' lJable, .. ~n s~J~.!' .. ~.~ .. ~~eh .~~ortag~~~·!....~!J!.!~ .. c~v_er.e.d. ~1 
l.JnJc:r th~ S.llll~ ~unJitaUil!'t, thtJ')' •h.\1} tc:s.rum
1
i ·•~. r~.~!'ft.d'l --~~-.~"-~~.!_CI)II,PI_~It~j 
~ur rhc (urrc~t cx.:,.;uuun nf nr er~ ~c,c:i,.c:J h)· t i.-:n Tht crtdit bahnet In thau ~ar@!.'i9U~~-~!l!,_!h~Jl)t.Jiai4 __ 0V!r_~~ 
m r ..... rc4't· uf the u .. e .tn~ the: ~Jmuum.araun uf b.u~k . !!::!.J'~'~"' ccn~l"ned wh!ftJti!J.Jtl"ain!!!_Jh~k...!'JJPOtnte('nt as 
... ,,,~unt1'i anJ J't"' ofttt;c garo a(.:tMJilt'o anJ m attcwo1ina...D.ffiet4.X.lll\t~tL!!~~~~tti!L!tl!..~~-.!41!~Ahtr~!.CJ!.!' p.m"u .tr: . adr.;,nce funds. . 
,\rtl&'lf' t.l 
(a) where th~ r.tyntcm• ur rccovcrict m.adc by them 
du not a.:rc:c: \Uth th.: .tmounc• on the p,\ymcnt 
· orJ.:r• ur rc~ci\ olblc urJc:u· 
. . . . 
(h) wbt!rc th\"y dl.:.:r p.at"mc:n& to a P"'"f othd l11.an 
thc: cn:td ... lt•.tr\·~·. 
AuahnraltllK tifla,C:fl>t .a.:~mm&iiiJ.t ufiiu.•r•. •W•i\tJn1 
J~''"amm,t uih .. t!n .utJ imrr""t·hulJen. 'th.all l'M! 
h .. ~·l.: h• Ja~aplm.ary :Maun anJ. \\here aprropri.ttc:. 
'" eh~: p.a)·ntcnt of ~om(I\.'U\.ltiun il\ rnpca of ac:tiuns 
rd.atin..: 1o their duric•· . 
· Artide 64 . 
1 h.: Centre sh.all be: allowed a period uf two ~can 
irutn rh~ d.atc: when che r.:vcnu.: ant! expcnJacure 
a-:.:uunc i• ~>uhanint:J to cake a d"'Cisaon on the fmil) JaS\:h.tr~e 10 bt t;iven to accounting officers for the 
....... cun\ac:til)OS relating thereto. 
' . TliLE VI 
PRESENllNC A.~D AUDinSG THE ACCOUNTS 
'if.<:TIOS I 
PkESESl'INC 1lif. ACCOUNTS 
.nu: M.ln.a.:cmcnt l~urJ .. tull Juw up c.a.:h )'Ut a 
tc:11cnuc anJ CkJ'<Ihltturc •'-'uunl lur the Ccmrc. 
·a bi .. ta~(uun& tohall he preceded by an analy~i• of ahe . 
ftn.mu.al mana~«.'mcnc in rc:'l'4-'" of the: ye;tr in 
4lU'''tic.n. lr ,hall .:uvcr 0111 rc\'c:nuc: and t~~;r.:aulitur~· 
u "'"'"'.:aiun'l rd.uinac to a he .prc:ccJin~t fin~nt:i.tl rc:o~r. 
h \h.1l1 lll: •uhmiuc:J in th-: ,,uu< fnrm and lvlluwin~ 
rh,· umc .. uhJa,·iwun• .ai ah.: .r.ucmcnc of fC\~o'l\ut: 
;anJ ~~~.~ndi&urc:. 
' 
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Article 66 
The rl'\ enuc ;1nd cxpcmliturc a.:count shall include 
the following tahles c 1 a ssified in acco. rdance 1o1th 
the nononc1ature of the stat6Eent of revenue and 
expenditure nf the Centr~ 
I. A table of revenue inc1uding: 
-- estiaated revenue for the financial year; 
-- acendments to the revenue estiaates as•a 
--result of supple=entary or a~ending state•ents; 
-revenue collected during the ~inancial year;. 
entitle~ents still to be collected from the 
·-· preced1ng nnar.cH1 yeaq 
--·entitle:ents establisr.od in the course of the 
fit~anci al· year; 
--- amounts still to be collected at the end of 
the financial year. 
A state~ent shall be annexed, whera appropriate, to 
this table, shovina the balances and gross a~ounts 
-ef the transact\ ons referred to in Article 22. · . 
2~ .A table shoving the trend in appropriations in 
respect of ~he financial year. 
- tha i nitia 1 approprtati ons• 
- any amendments to appropriations introduced 
br means of transfers; 
• - any amendments introduced 'by means of 
supplem~ntary .or ::tmending statements; 
- the fin:tl appropri::ttions for the financial year. 
3." A . table of expenditure showing the use of. 
appropriations in respect of the;financ1al year, 
indicating: · ' 
- the total appropriations; 
- the commitments entered into and chargeable 
to the financial year; 
- the payments made at the end of the period 
of implementation of the statement of revenue 
and expenditure; 
the amounts still to be paid at the close of the 
financial year; 
- the appropnanons carried forward 
automatically under Article 6 (1) (c); 
- the available appropriations carried forward 
under Article 6 (1) (b); 
- the available appropriations to be cancelled. 
A statement shall be annexed to thi~ table, where 
appropriate, showing the balances and gross 
amounts of the transactions referred to in 
Article 22. 
·,,;.:.r -- ... ~ ~ 
4. A table showing the ~~J-!'1..: appropri::aions 
c.uried iorwarJ f1om ~recedtnb fm:mcial years, ~ indicating: 
:__ the amount of appropriations carried 
forward; 
- the payments shown in the accounts at the 
end of the period of implementation of the 
statement of revenue and expenditure; 
- the unused appropriations to be cancelled; 
Article 67 
The ·Management Board shall also draw up a 
balance sheet of the assets and liabilities of the 
Centre as at 31 December of the preceding financial 
year. A statement of accounts," showing cash 
movements and balances, drawn up as at the same 
date, shall be attached thereto. 
Article 68 
.. 
The Management Board shall, by 31 March at the 
latest, send the re\'enue and expenditure account and 
the balmce sheet of the Centre for the preceding 
financial year to the Commission, the Council 1 the Eurooean 
Parliaaent and the Court of Auditors. 
SECTION li 
CHECKL"iG THE ACCOUNTS 
Article 69 
The Court of 4uditors shall exercise fts povers in resp.ct 
of the C;;;;re in-accordance with the Fina~ciai 
Regulation applicable to the general budget of the 
European Communities. 
Article 70 
The Centre"'shall forward to the Court of Auditors, on a 
quarterly basis and at the latest wfttin the month 
which follows the end of the quarter, the documents 
supporting the accounts, in particular the documents 
and certificates in respect of the correct application 
of the prO\·isions which govern the implementation 
of the statement of revenue and expenditure and 
relating to the commitment and payment of 
expenditure and the est:1blishmcnr and collection of 
rCVCJ1UC. 
The Court of Auditors aay question the ~entre on th; 
sub j ec f"oT the "' d-supporti ng doeuaents. 
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Article 71 
The Centre shall affordthe C...atuflJ!ditors all tha 
facilities and gi,·e it all the inform:ltion-Jhlch the 
Court of Auditors tl:ly consider necessary for the 
'Pcrl)rmancJ';;t'i[s t:~sk. 
-------=-·--------------------------------
Article 72 
-\nv comments vhich the Court of Auditors eons1 dera 
. ' -·:~~.._ ...... ....., ... 
should ;~ppear in its report slull be communicated to 
the Commi~sion and to th~ Centre. 
The Centre shall send its reply to the ~II.CL9ll~illO'"S 
and, at the same time, to the Commission.The £o..!!!'t or 
·A itors shall •ttach to its report an assessaent of 
the soun ness of the financial management. 
/ Article 73 
'·l 
/ 
ln particular, the Centre shall place at the disposal of 
the Court of Auditors :rl documents concermng the 
conclusiOn ot contr.l.:ts and all accounts of cash or 
materials, all accounting records or supporting 
documents, and also administrative dqcuments 
pertaining thereto, all documents relating to revenue 
and expenditure, all inventories, all lists of posts in 
the departments, vhi ell the Cou..ct of Auditors aay 
consider necessary for auditing the re\·enue and 
expenditure account on the basis of records or on 
the spot. 
The Coyrt of Au.di tm:s shall conclude its report on the 
accounts for the preceding financial year not later 
than 15 July, and shall send it to the Centre and to 
the. Commission. The Cou.d of Auditors. sh.;ll, not later 
than. that date, make k;i;wn 1ts observations on the 
balance sheet. 
To this end, the officials whose operations are 
inspected by the Court of Auditors shall iA particular: 
The ~ shall ·&~bsH the revemse and expenditure 
account, the balance sheet and the report of the f~ 
. 4 
(a) make available their cash in hand, and present 
any other cash, securities and all types of assets, 
and the supporting documents in respect of their 
stewardship., with which they are entrusted, and 
aho any books, registers and other · documents 
relating thereto; 
~~t.~~~ together with the replies to the com~ants, 
to the European Parliament and the Council by 31 October 
at the~ latest;. Th~ report o_.!, the Court ?f A!J.£! t.2rs, :~~ 
tne Centre's re~l;es to t~e observ~t1on, sn21 i be ... 
published by t e Cgyrt of Auditors in the 'Official 
(b) present the correspondence and any other 
document required for the full implementation of 
the audit. 
The information supplied under (b) may be 
requested onlyby the Court of Auditors, 
. . . 
. The C~rt of Auditors shall be empowered to audit the 
docu~rs in respecr ... oi rhc re,·enue and expenditure 
which are held in the department of the Centre and, 
in particular, in the department responsible for 
decisions in respect of such revenue and expenditure. 
The task of establishing thJt the re\'cnue has been 
received and the expenditure incurred in a lawful 
and proper . manner, and that the financial 
management has been sound, shall extend to the 
utilization, by· bodies outside the Centre, of 
Community funds received by way of aid. 
The granting of aid to bodies outside the Centre 
sh.11l be subject to the acceptance by the recipients of 
the audit being carried out by the CocJrt of Audi t:rs 011 
the utiliza~ion of the amounts grantediS' aid. 
Journal•. -- -
Arttcla 74 
-· 
The Management Board shall take all approp.riate 
steps to comply with the comments appearing in the 
decisions giving discharge. At the request of the 
European Parliament, the Council or the 
Commission, the Management Board shall report on 
the measures taken in the light of these comments. 
This report~ shall also be fonvarded to the Court 
of Auditors. 
Subject to the provisions of the second sentence of 
the second subparagraph, the Centre must give an 
account, in an Annex to the revenue and expenditure 
account for the next financial vear, of the measures 
tJkcn in the light of the comm.ents appearing in th.-: 
decision giving discharge. 
-----------~---- ------------
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TITLE VU 
FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article 75 
fhe Management Board shall inform the Court of 
~u~ tor~ as soon as possible, of all decisions and 
measures taken in implementation of Arricles 3, 6 (6), 
14 and 21. 
fhe Cmt o.f.Ju~ and the Financial Controller .shall 
be informed of the appointment of the a.:counting 
officer, assistant accounting officers and ~mprest­
holders made in accordance with Articles 20 and 43. 
----- . 
Done at Brussels, 1 June 1976. 
• ·-' .. 
t. 
---
Article 76 
On a proposal by the Director and with the assent of 
the Financial Controller the Management Board shall 
establish the procedures required for implementing 
this Regulation. 
Article 77 
. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the fifth 
day following its publication in the Official ]oum.1l 
of the European Communities. 
For the Council 
The Preside11t 
G. THORN 
.. 
-
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ANNEX IV 
1\MENDED 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) N° 1~17/76 of 1 June 1976 on the financial 
provisions applying to the European Foundation for the Improvement 
of Living and Working Conditions • 
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'· 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 14t7n6 
,_ .. . 
· · ~f 1 June 1976 
... 
on the ~cial provisions applying to che European Foundation for the Improvement . . . ·' 
. ;· . ,·_. .. .; 
. . . •.. ·: 
. ,, 
' ' 
, . . . :. of Uving and Working Conditions · . . ·.. · . . : : ; . . . 
..........,_,..& ............ ""-""'"'-' .................. ...:.-~ ... -· • .,.~,.-;. ....... ..--.. .. .._._...~-:....· ... ..t. ... ......:.-~ •. - .... ._~-----~~...:.....~ .... -...i.;..\ .. ___ ;. ... ~~...:..-. .,;.._,.::.:;._;....,;;.;. ... :,;;~..-... .. l 
.. 
.. 
•. 
eT"'.: ···:~ ;r"""'~ ··:r-:~': ~-.:·':"':~·,... ~· ~~,,~. ~£;~:·~11'~~(/r?? ;:c::::. , ···~, ~ ::-: ·:-. . ,. 
' - . - . .. ; c2NEiw. PlUNCJPLES · · . .. . · · - ' 
c}'.:: ;.· :(l, :::): ,~1 :· ·:.: ... :. ·1.· > ·: :;r-~: y{ .. :: ~J·:rJ:.?~i .·: ·' "> .':·./. ' . < · ... 
't ' I • Jo ' • 
:. •t. · · Each year a statement of revenue and o the appl'OJPriations enteied in tile statement · of 
· expenditure shall forecast and authorize the revenue and expe:nditure shall be used in accordance 
'.:estimated revenue and cxpendinire oh-he foundation. with the principles of economy and sound financial 
l.' Expenditure may be authorized for a period 
. · going. beyond the finar.cial year only in accordance 
. · with the detailed rules provided for in the statement 
·m~enr. ·. ·~ 
.• . .·•. ... ' .. ···' .. 
. . . ~/'; . ~~·t'< '·· 
. of_revenue and expenditure. '• ....... 
• I 
. ·_ Administrative expenditure. arising , from conttaccs 1. . All revenue and e.~pcnditure shall be entered in 
which h.l\'e been concluded in accordance with local fuU 'in the statement of R\-enue apd expenditure and 
: · US.lge !or periods going· beyond the financial year is in the aecounts. . · . · :.: · :. : . . • 
not subject to the pro,isions Of the preceding · ... · ·- · 
. subraragraph. Suc:h expenditure shall be c:har;ed to All revenue ~I CC?Yer aD ~pcnditure. . .~ , 
· .. the statement of revenue and expenditure for the . -... , . ·. · · · . ..,- -·::. , · · : . 
. financial )'ear in which it is incurred. . . · . ,· ·• · 2. · Notwithstanding :the provisions of the ~nd · 
· · · · :: · subparagraph of parapph 1. any revenue intended 
.. . .. ' . . . .~ .. - ... - ......... '· ,,:: ;.·~-- .. . 
I'( ' . • • . ..: .•. ;'' _:_·.;·::·~··~ .. . ·.. . ·'4 • .. ·/:;;,•,. ··/.~.·~.~-·· ..W.:~~-;;.~'!::~·····~-·'ll':-.-~~ ...... :.:·~ ~ .. " . I , . ,. • -·~--, ..,,.......• ·· .. ,· ,,. "''' . 
. ~ , . ~ ~... . . ...... '; •: ·.:·. ·~;--~ .. ;· > ~}<~ ':f~:"- · .. >·· .·~ ·~ ... :. :.·~ ~ :.::' ~,-... · 
• . . . 
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lur a IIPD~Itlc: purpose, · such as Income fr~m 
funndations, subsidies, gifts and bequests, shalt not 
be t•sed for any other purpose. 
After informing the Commission the Administrative 
Board may accept any donation made to the 
· Found.uion, and in particular foundations, subsidies, 
gifts and bequests. · 
The Administrative Board shall accept donations 
which may invoh·e any kind of financial charge only 
subject to authorization from the Commission which 
shall \'Ote on the matter within two months from the 
date of receipt of the request from the Administrative 
Board. If no objection has been made within this 
period, the Administrative Board shall take a 'final 
decision on acceptance. 
Artide4 
No revenue shall he collected and no expenditure 
.effected unless credited to or charged against an 
Article in the statement of revenue and expenditure. 
Save as otherwise pro,·ided irt this ·Regulation, 
ex-penditure may not be committed in excess of the 
appropriations authorized for the financial year or of 
. the authorizations granted : in respect of subsequent 
financial years • 
. No expenditure shall be authorized in excess of the 
allotted appropriations. The total amount of the 
proceeds shall be entered in the accounts without 
any adjustment of rC\·enue against expendi~re, save 
as otherwise pro,·ided in Article 2.2. 
ArticleS · 
.TJie financial year shall correspond to the calendar 
year. 
·-
The revenue of a financial year shall be entered in 
the accounts for the financial year in which it is 
collected. 
The allotted appropriations may be used soltly to 
cover expenditure properly entered into and paid 
under the financial year for which they were granted, 
save as othe~\·ise pro'tided in Article 6, and to cover 
the debts relating to preceding financial years for 
which no appropriation was carried fonvard. 
The expenditure of a financial year shall be enterec;l 
in the · accounts for that year on the basis ()f 
. ~xpenditure the authorization for which reached the; 
Financial Controller not later than 31 December, and 
for which the corr~sponding p:1yments were c:f(ecred 
not later than the following 1S January. 
Article 6 
1. (a) The approt,riations rcl.uing to staff ma}' not 
be carried forward. 
(b) The appropriations not committed as at 31 
December may be carried forward to the next 
financial year only. 
(c) The appropriations in r"-spect of pa~ments 
still outstanding as at 31 December for 
commitments properly entered into between 
1 January and 31 December shall be carried 
fonvard automatically to the next financial 
year only. 
S. . 'rhe Commission shall be pro\·ided, for its 
information, before 1 March, with a list of the 
appropriations to be carried fon\·ard automatically. 
The Commission shall fonnrd this list to the 
European Parliament and the Council for their 
information. 
6. - When implemeilting the statement of rC\·~~e 
and expenditure, details of the utilization of 
appropriations carried fonvard shall be entered 
separately article by article in the accounts for the 
current financial year. 
Artide7 
Current administrati,•e expenditure chargeable to 'the 
next financial year and which, by its nature, arises at 
the beginning of that financial year ma)·; as from 1S 
November of each year, be charged as an expc,ted 
commitment against the appropriations provided for 
, .. . .~ 
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in resptxt of the next financial year up to a 
maximum of one quarter of the total corresponding 
appropriations for the current year. Howe,·cr, such 
commitments shall not apply to new expenditure of 
a kind not yet approved in principle in the statement 
of revenue and expenditure of the then current 
financial year. 
Article 8 
lf the statement of revenue and expenditure is not 
finallr adopted at the beginning of the fin:mcial year, 
Article 204 of the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community shall apply to commitments 
and payments of expenditure of a kind already 
approved in principle in the last statement duly 
adopted. 
appropri~nions entered in the chapter in questiOI\ fur 
the preceding financial year increased by one-twelfth 
for each completed month; the amount of the 
subsidy reserved for the Foundation in the draft 
budget or, in the absence thereof, in the preliminary 
draft budget of the Communities may not, however, 
he exceeded. 
At the request of the Administrative Board and 
without prejudice to the provisions of the second 
paragraph, the Commission may, in the light of 
administrative requirements, authorize two or more 
provisional nvelfths simu.)taneously. 
Article 9 
.The statement of reverue and expenditure of the 
Foundation and the lis · of posts shall be published 
for information purpo~es in the Official ]ormz.1l of 
the Ettropean Com1mmities, at the same time as the 
budget of the Communities. 
' Af(icle 10 
The statement of reven~e. an4 exoenditure shall hf 
drawn up in .ECU§.. __ . · · .. The value tf 
.· 
Payments may be made monthly in respect of any 
chapter up to one-twelfth of the total appropriations 
entered in the chapter in question for the preceding 
financial year; this may not, howe,·er. have the effect 
of placing at the disposal of the Foundation monthly 
appropriations in excess of one-twelfth of the 
amount o.f the subsidy reserved for the Foundation in 
the draft budget or, in the absence thereof, in the 
preliminary draft budget of the Communities. 
Commitments may be entered into in respect of the 
t relevant chapter up to one-quarter of the total 
the l.C1L . sha' be that fit d dovn in the· • 
financial·Regulation a licable to the genaral bvdQtt 
of the European Coaauni es. 
TITLE II 
PRESENT A TIO~ AND STRUCfURE OF THE STATEME::\TT OF RE\'E~UE AND 
EXPENDITURE 
Article 11 
1. The Administrati,·e Board of the Foundation 
shall send the -Commission by 31 ~larch at the 
,, latest an estimate of the Foundation's revenue and 
expenditure for the following year. This estimate 
shall include a list of posts. 
appropriate steps to be taken to amend the subsidy 
entered in the budget of: the Communities under 
Article 13. In their deliberations the competent 
authorities shall take into account the urgency of the 
matter. 
2. In th! event of unavoidable, exceotional, or unforeseen 
pendi tu re, the Admimsrr.m., e BoJ.rd oi the foundation may Article 12 
I 
send supplementary or amending estimates to the· 1. In support of the estimate there shall be 
Commission. Such estimates shall he presented and submitted: 
adopted in the ·same form and follm•:iqg the same 
procedure as the statement whose forecasts thev 
amend. They must be justified by reference to th~ 
statement. 
Supplementary estimates must he submitted to the 
Commission as a general rule not later than the date 
laid down for submitting the estimate for the 
following financial year. 
3. \\'here ne..:essJr)", the Commission may make 
proposals to the budgetary authority concerning 
- a list of posts including, for each category of 
staff, a detailed list of authorized posts and 
actual numbers of persons holding posts on the 
date of submission of the estimate of revenue and 
expenditure; 
- where a change in the numbers of persons 
holding posts is proposed, a statement giving the 
reason for requesting new posts; 
a quarterlr estimate of cash p..1_yments anJ 
receipts. 
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1. As a. prdacc to th~· estimate the Administrative 
Board sh.11l submit a general introductory note 
cont.tining in particular: 
- an outline of the policy justifying the request for 
the appropriations; · 
an explanation of the changes in appropnauons 
from one fin.mcial year to the next. 
Furthermore, the Commission shall att~ch to the 
estimate an opinion which may contain different 
estimates duly supported. 
3. The Commis~ion may - if appropriate at the 
request of the Administrative Board - P.resent, by. 
·Oeans of a letter of a:enc~ent, proposals.for changes 
to the es{imatP of r~venue and exoeno1ture necessJtated 
The statement thus .tduptcJ ~h:\11 be forwilrJcd to 
the Commission forthwith. 
Article 15 
The statement of revenue and expenditure shall i-e 
subdivided into titles, dupters, articles and items 
according to the nature of the revenue or 
expenditure or the intended purpose thereof. lt sluli 
show: 
(a) the appropnattons made available for the 
financial year in question divideJ into titles, 
chapters, articles and items, following a dccinul 
classification system; 
(\:>) the appropriations made available for the 
preceding financial ye:tr and the actual 
expenditure for the last financial vcar for which 
the accounts have been closed, ifl.creased b\' the 
.by the receipt of nev infor-:~ation wnicn ~:as not prev1ously 
available; 
1l'OV'ever;-s~ve in very er.cepti onal ci rcu'llstances· the · 
Co~~ission ~ust ut such a letter of a·er.c,ent to the 
CoiiiiCn at east JJ ~-"VS bero,.e tr.!' rirsc r!!a:ling or the 
draft Gcn~ral aud et bv the European Parlia~ent· and the .. 
• o~nci :Just put the l~tter to the Eurcoean Par ia~ent (..:) 
at least 15 C!ays b~ tne said first reaciing., 
amounts carried forward, using the ·same 
cbssification; 
appropriate comments on each subdivision; 
" 
Article 13 
The subsidy for the Foundation shall be made available 
-to it in accordance vith the rules laid down in this 
Re~ulation. 
Article 14 
The Administrative Board shall adopt the statement 
_ of revenue and expenditure before the \:>cginning of 
the financial year, adjusting it to the subsidy granted 
by the budget authority. 
(d) in an annex• a list pf posts fixing the number of 
posts for each grade in each category and in each 
service. 
Article 16 
The list of posts drawn up by the budget authority 
shall constitute a binding limit for the Foundation; 
no appointment may be made in excess of that limit. 
TITLE Ill 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE 
SECTION I 
GEr-."ERAL PROVISIONS 
Article 17 
The statement of re\·enue and expenditure shall be 
implemented in accordance with the principle that 
the authorizing officers and accounting officers are 
different individuals. 
The appropriations sh.11\ be administered by the 
authorizing officer who alone is empowered to enter 
into commitments rcg.trding expenditure, establish 
the sums due to be collected and issue receivable 
orders and p.1yment orders. The operations of 
collection or payment shall bc carried out by the 
accounting officer. The Juries of an authorizing 
officer shall be incompatible with those of a 
financial controller or accounting officer. 
Artide 18 
The Administrative Board of the Foundation sh.1ll 
impl~ment the statement of revenue and expenditure 
on its own responsibility in accordance with this 
Regulation and within the limits of the 
appropriations allotted. 
The Administrative Board shall delegate its powers 
under conditions to be laid down by it and \Vithin 
the limits set in the instrument of delegation which 
shall be communicated to the delegatee. the 
.lc-.·oc:min;,! <>tficer, the Fin . mci,ll Controller .1nd the 
~o~rt of ~uditora. 
• 
I 
• 
t 
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Article 19 
The Fin.1nci.1l Controller of the Commission shall be 
responsible for checking the commitment and 
payment of .111 expenditure .1nd the cst.1blishment 
and r~·("o\'ery of :tll re\'enuc of the Found.uion. 
The check slull be carried out l•y that official by 
means of inspection of the files relating to 
expenditure and revenue and, if necessary, on the 
spot. 
The Financial Controller mav be assisted in his 
duties by one or more assistant financial controllers. 
The special rules applicable to such officials, which 
shall be laid dO\vn in the measures of 
implementatio~pro,·ided for under Article 76, shall 
be so formulatei:l as to guarantee that such officials 
are independent in the discharge of their ·duties. 
Article 20 
The collection of revenue and the payment of 
expenditure sh:tll be carried out by an accounting 
officer nominated by the Administrative Board . 
Subject to the second subparagraph of Article 42, 
and to Article 43, the accounting officer, alone is 
empowered to manage funds and assets. He shall be 
responsible for their safe-keeping. 1 
He may be assisted in his duties by one or more 
assistant aq:ounring officers, nominated under the 
same condit~ons as the accounting officer. 
Article 21 
1. · The appropnauons shall be classified by 
chapter and article. 
2. The appropriations entered under a chapter of 
expenditure may not be used for the purposes of any 
other chapter of expenditure. 
3. However, the ;\lanagement Board may propose 
'to the Commission that appropriations be 
transferred from one chapter to another. 
The Commission shall act within one monrh. If it 
has not so acted, the trJnsfers shall be deemed to be 
approved. 
The Administr.uive Board or, by delegation, rh!! 
Director oi the Foundation may authorize tr.msfa 
between articles on behalf of the Foundation. 
The Commission shall be informed of such transfers. 
4. Every proposal for a transfer within a chapter 
or between chapters shall be subject to the approval 
of the financial Controller who sh.11l attest that the 
appropriations ar~vailable. 
5. This ArtiCle shall apply to the appropnanons 
for revenue allocated for a specific purpose within 
the meaning of Article 3 {2) only as long as that 
revenue is not used for any other purpose. 
Article 22 
Not\vithstanding Article 4: 
(a), the following deductions may be made from all 
bills, invoices or statements, which shall then be 
passed for payment of the net amount: 
fines imposed on a party to a contract or an 
accepted tender; 
.. 
- adjustments of amounts paid ·in error which 
can be· achie,·ed bv means of deduction 
beforehand against ~ payment of the same 
kind of expenditure out of appropriations 
under the chapter, article and financial year in 
respect of which the excess payment was 
made; 
the value of vehicles, apparatus, equipment 
and installations taken in part exchange. in 
accordance with c:ommercial usage upon 
purchase of new apparatus, vehicles, 
equipment and installations of the sam.e kind. 
Discounts, refunds and rebates on invoices and 
bills shall not be recorded as separate revenue; 
(b) the following sums mar be reused: 
- revenue arising from the refund of amounts 
paid in error against appropriations entered 
in the statement of revenue and expenditure; 
/ 
- the proceeds from the supply of goods and 
services to other institutions or bodies, 
1nduding the reimbursement of mtsston 
allowances paid for the account of those 
institutions or bodies, and reimbursed by 
them; 
- the amount of insurance indemnities received; 
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- tho rn·cnue Crorn the sale of publl~.uluna and 
fJim11 . . 
.. . 
- the amount of the refund of fiscal charges 
incorporated in the price of the products or 
services pro\ided to the Foundation effected 
by ~lember States pursuant to the prO\·isions 
of the Protocol on the . prh•ileges and 
immunitjes of the Europe:ln Communities; · 
- the rC\·enue from the supply of goods and 
sen·kes and from building works against 
payment; 
- the proceeds from the sale of vehi~les, 
·equipment . and installations and also 
apparatus and equipment for technical and 
~enrific purposes, when they are replaced •... 
The reuse of su~h sums must t:lke place before 
. the end of th~ tin.mcial )ear which follows the • 
one in whkh the revenue was collected; · ! 
·-:-The- aecountinq plan shall include susoense ·accounts I 
fn order to record the re-use Of SUDS in respect Of 
revenue and excenditure. 
(c)· adjustments mar be made in respect of the losses 
and gains made on the rates of exchange when 
transferring funds and also on debtor and 
creditor interest rates relating to cash operations, 
only the balance being . shown as revenue or 
expenditure. 
I 
The accounting plan sh01Il pro\·ide for suspense 
accounts in order to record the reuse of such'· 
' 
" ""· 
S11JllS in terms of both re\·enue and expenditurf. • · ' 
.. 
SECTION 11 
UVENUE AND MANAGEMENT Of AVAILABLE 
fUNDS 
.. 
. ~: ~ 
Article 23·: 
. 
:, . ; 
. , .. , ... _ •.. 
1. E\·ery measure which is such as to give rise to a 
· d~bt due to 1hc Foundation must be preceded by a 
pruposotl frum th\: authnri.dng officer. Su~h 
proposals shall. ('le forw.uJc:J ro th~ Finan~i01l 
Contmllcr. They shall mention. in p:micular, the· 
type of rc\·cnue, chc "~timatc:d :~mount thereof :1nd 
the item to whkh it is tu be ~rc:ditcd and :also the 
name and d~s~ripticm of the: debtor. Thev shall be 
registered after approval by the Financial Controller • 
i 
! 
.I 
I 
I 
. _ .. The latter's appro\·al shall ~rve to certily thar: 
•• L .. --·.. -· . ••• . - ··- ·- ., - ~ .• - ·--·.. I 
' (a) the revenue is correctly crc:Jitcd; ·~·· . .. .. 
(b) the proposal is in orJcr and conforms to the 
rdC\·ant pro\·isions, in p:mi,ular, of the statement 
.. ·· .. o.f .. rC\·c~ue and expenditure applying ro the 
. . • ;.:';;!, .. · Foundantm and o( all acts made: in implc:mentadon . 
,>;\':t} ; ~( tho~ ·a.,ogul•uinns, and "~ the principles of 
.... :' sound financiAl management; 
Tho Financial Cuncmllvr mar whhhnld his approval. 
t The amhorizing ·offlccr may, by a decision stating 
the full reasons thcrcfor, and on his sole 
rcspon!iibilit,-, m·errulc this rdu~l. The decision of 
the authorizing officer shall be implemented; it shall 
be communic:1tc:d for information to the Financial 
Cunrrnller. The Admini~otr.tti\·.: Board of the 
FounJ.uion sh:tll ~·rioJkalh· in(orm the Court 
: of AucH tors of each ofte of these dechhno. -
l 
, Article 45 
A receipt shall be issued 1ft respect of all cash pay;eots 
~~~ to t~t1 ~c~~~ttnt off~c~ • 
· Article 2& . 
The svbsicly t~ttered iA the budget of the CoUllnfH•a shall b 
paid to the Centre i.n quarterly tastalaents,,.by the 15th day 
each qyarter, QIAthe basta ffllht estimate ~!ferredtlito it' th 
third tfttf,nt tf . f"ficle IZ and in accorueace vi actual 
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SF.CTIO!\' Ill 
CO~IMlT~iE:"'T, CLEARA:'\CE, AUTHORIZATIO:-.: 
AND PAYMENT OF EXPENDITURE · 
1. Commitment of expenditure 
Article 27 
' 1. All measures which may give rise 'to 
expenditure chargeable to the statement of revenue 
and expenditure must be preceded by a proposal for 
commitment of expenditure from the authorizing 
officer. A provisional commitment may be entered 
into in respect of current expenditure. 
2. The procedure for implementing the provisions 
of paragraph 1 above shall ensure that an exact 
account is kept of commitments and authorizations 
in terms of the acrual needs. 
Article 28 
Proposals for commitments shall be referred to the 
Financial Controller ar.d then to· the accounting 
• officer; they shall show in particular the purpose of 
the expenditure, the estimated amount involved, if 
possible the currency of payment, the item to which 
it is to be charged and also the name and description 
of the creditor; they shall be registered afrer 
approval by t-he Financial Controller. 
,. 
Article 29 
The Financial Controller's approval of proposals for 
commitments of expenditure shall serve to certify 
that: · 
(a) the expenditure has been correct!}' charged; 
(b) the appropriations ~re available; 
(c) the expenditure is in order and conforms to the 
rele\·ant provisions, in particular, of the statement 
of revenue and expenditure and the Regulations 
applying to the Foundation, and of all acts made 
in implementation of these Regulations; 
(d) the principles of sound financial management 
have been applied. 
J 
.. , 
Article 30 
\\?here the Financial Controller withholds his 
approval he shall furnish a written statement of his 
reasons therefor. The authorizing officer shall be 
notified accordingly. 
\Vhere approval is withheld and the authorizing 
officer maintains his proposal, the matter shall be 
referred for a decision to the Administrati\'C Board. 
Except where the availability of the appropriations is 
in doubt, the Administrative Board may, by means of 
a decision stating the full reasons therefor, and on its 
sole responsibility, overrule such a refusal. This 
decision shall be implemented; it shall be 
communicated for information to the Financial 
Controller. The Administrative Board shall 
periodically inform the Court of Aud1 tors of each of 
these decisions. ~ •• 
2Q Cleara~ce of expenditure 
Article 31 
The purpose of clearance of expenditure by the 
authorizing officer shall be: 
- to verify the crediror"s claim; 
- to determine or verify the existence and the 
amount of the debt; and 
- to verify the (:onditions under which payment 
falls due. 
ArtiCle J.l 
1. Clearance of expenditure !>hall be subject to the 
-submission of supporting documents :mesting the 
·, creditor's cl~im and the service rendered or the 
existence of a document justifying payment. 
2. Suoportino docu111~nts pedainin:J to the acccunh and t~.e 
draving up of the r~venue·Jnd·expe~diture ~ccount and the b31znce 
jfieet sha}l be keot for a {)~ricd of TiV~ y~;rs fJi1C\Illi~ b~ .:at~ 
of the decision giving disc~arae in resoect ot the holeoentaticn 
of the budget, referre~ to in Article 74. -
Hovever, the documents relatino to transactions not finally 
closed shall be kept for lon~er than ths said oeriod. 
3. The authorizing officer empowered to clear 
-:--expenditure shall personally check the supporting 
documents or shall, on his own responsibility, 
ascertain that this has been done. 
3. Authorization of expenditure 
Article 33 
Authorization shall h~ the formal step whereby the 
authorizing officer, by the issue of a payment order, 
instructs the accounting officer to pay an item of 
expenditure which he ha:s cleared. 
.· 
~ ) 
I 
I 
' I 
l 
i 
i 
I 
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Artiele 34 . 
· The payment order shall state: 
- the financial year against which the payment 
shall be charged, 
.. 
- the Article in the statement of revenue and 
expen<liture and any other subdivision that may 
apply, · 
- the amount to be paid (in figures and words) and· 
the currency of payment, 
- the name and· address of the payee, 
- the purpose of the expenditure, .... .. .. .. .... ... . ···-
-· and the method of payment, wherever possible. 
I 
The payment order shall be dated and signed by the 
authorizing officer. 
·. 
Artide3S 
The payment order shall be· accompanied by the 
original supporting documents, which shall bear or 
be accompanied by a statement certifying the 
correctness of the amounts to be paid, the receipt of 
the supplies and the performance of the service and, 
.if appropriate, the entry of the goods in the 
inventory referred to in Article 52. 
It shall show the numbers and dates of the relevant 
~pprovals of commitments. Copies of supporting 
documents, certified as true copies by the authorizing 
officer, may, in some cases~ be accepted in place of 
the originals. · 
Article36 
For payments by instalment, the first payment order 
shall be accompanied br documents establishing the 
. creditor's right to payment of the instalment in 
question. Subsequent payment orders shall refer to 
the supporting documents already furnished, and 
repeat the reference number of the first payment 
order. 
The authorizing officer may grant ach•ancea to 
personnel if a provision laid down by regulation 
specifically pro,·ides therefor, or if a member of the 
staff has to make disbursements on behalf of the 
Centre which are chargeable to the statement of 
revenue and expenditure. 
Apart from the imp rests referred . to in Artic:le 43, no 
advance may be granted unless it has been appro,·eJ 
beforehand by the financial ControUer. 
Artide37 
Payment orders shall be sent to the financial · 
Controller for prior approval. 
Pri~r approval shall confirm that: 
(a) the payment order was properly iSsued, 
~<b) the payment order agrees \\ith the commitment 
of expenditure and that the amount thereof is 
~orrect, 
(c) the nl>enditure is charged to the correct item., 
(d) th~ ap"ropria'tions are available, 
(e) the supporting documents are in order, 
(f) the payee is correctly described. 
Artide38 
Should approval be withheld, Article 30 shall apply. 
" 
Article 39 
After appro\~al the original of the payment order, 
together with all supporting documents, shall be 
forwarded to the accounting officer. · 
4 •. !Jayment of expenditure 
Artide40 
Payment shall be the final action whereby the 
foundation is discharged of its obligations towards 
its creditors. · 
Pa}·ment shall be made by the ac~ounting oificer 
within the limits of the funds available. 
-
' 
• 
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In the onmt of .:m error or of the validity of the 
disch.:uge being contested or of failure to obsen·e the 
formalities prescribed by this Regulation, the 
accounting officer must suspend payment. 
Anicle41 
If payment is suspended, the accounting officer shall 
gh·e the reasons ther~for in a written statement 
which he shall send forthwith to the authorizing 
officer and, for information, to the" Financial 
Controller. 
Except where the validity of the discharge is 
contested, the authorizing officer may place the 
matter before· the authority appointed by the 
Foundation in the manner laid do\\,1 in the rules 
of procedure of the Foundation. The said authority 
may require in writing, and on its own responsibility, 
that payment be effected. 
Aniele42 
Pa)'tDents shall be effected as a general rule through 
a bank account or post office giro account. 
The procedure for opening, administering and using 
such accounts shall, in particular, indicate 
expenditure the payment of which must be effected 
either by cheque or by post office or bank transfer 
order, and require the signature on cheques and on 
post office or bank transfer orders of two duly 
authorized officials, one signature necessaril>· being 
that of the accounting officer, an assistant 
accountit:tg officer, or an imprest-holder. 
~· lmprests 
Artic.le43 
For the payment of certain categories of expenditure, 
imprests may be advanced. 
The implementation · procedure referred to in 
Article 76 shall contain specific provisions concerning 
iit particular: 
..;.. .the appointment of imprest-holders; 
- the nature and ma.~imum amount of each item of 
expenditure to be paid; · 
- the maximum amount of the imprest which may 
be ad ... ·anc:ed; 
- the. time within which supporting documents 
must be produced; 
- the resp~nsi}?ility of the imprest-holders. 
TITL£IV 
CONCLUSION OF. CONTRACTS, INVE1WORY, ACCOUNTANCY 
SECTION I 
CONTRACTS FOR. THE. SUPPLY OF GOODS AND 
SE.R.VICES, FOR. BUILDING WOR.KS, t.AND HIRE 
CONTRACTS i . 
Artiele44 
1. Contracts for th~ purchase or hiring of ·goods, 
for the provision of sen·ices or for building works 
shall be in writing. They shall be concluded 
following the award of contract or invitation to 
tender. . 
• · However, contracts may be entered into by direct 
agreement in the circumstances referred to in 
Article 46. 
Purchases m.1y be made by way of a bill of costs or 
im·oice in the case provided for in Article .SO. 
2. Invitations to competith·e render shall, as a 
general rule, he publishc:~t in all the ~lember. States, 
and, where appropriate, in non-member countries_ in 
so far as this is compatible with the development of 
the reJC\·ant industries in· the Communities. However, 
the distribution of such indtations to tende~ may be 
restricted, where the ~le or nature of the goods or 
services is such that they are not appropriate for a 
general invitation to competitive tender. 
Artiele4S 
1. The ·award of contracts shall be an 
administrative procedure prior to the letting o£ a 
contract following an im·itation to competitive 
tender. Its effect shall be to confer publicly on the 
tenderer whose tender is the lowest - out of all 
those which are entered in due and proper form, 
meet the conditions laid down, and are comparable 
with each other - the right to the final award of the 
contract, after approval by the authorizing officer. 
The award of contract shall be termed· public or 
open, where it is· open· to all corners to submit a 
tender;. it shall be termed restricted where tenders 
may be entered only by those whom it has been 
decided to cpnsult because . of their special 
qualifications. · · 
.. 
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2. A contract (ollowing an invitation to tcuder is a "' Article 47 
contract entered into by the contr.1cting parties 
following an in\'itation to compemin! tender. In this 
case, the offer .:onsiJcreJ the most attractive may be 
freely chosen, taking into account the cost of 
performance, operating costs involved, technical 
merit, the time for performance, together with the 
financial gu:uanrecs anJ the ~u:uantees of 
profcssion.1l competence put forward by ea.:h of the 
tendercrs. 
An invitation to tender shall be termed public or 
open where a gene~al im·itation to competitive · 
tender is im·olved; it shall be termed restricted where 
it is addressed only to those whom it has been 
decided to consult because of their special 
qualifications. 
3. The procedure for issuing an invitation to 
competitive tender, both as regards the aw:trd of 
contract and invitations ro tender, shall be specified 
in the implementation procedure referred to in 
Article 76. 
Article 46 
Contracts ma}: be made by direct agreement: 
(a) where the contract for the purchase or hiring of 
goods, for the provision of services or for· 
buildi11g works involves_ an :}!pQUnt not exceeding fsoo_-rs·.• s . _ _ __ • the ~ oundati on 
eir.g bound', ho11ever, as far as possible and by-
all appropriate •eans, to enable suppliers who . 
are likely to be able to supply the goods and 
services in question to COQpete; 
(b) where the purchase or hiring of goods, the 
provision of services or the building works are so 
-:- urgently needed that it is not possible to wait for 
one of the tendering procedures specified in 
Article 45 to be carried out; 
(c) where the award of contract procedure or 
invitations to tender do not give any result or 
where the prices quoted are not acceptable; ' 
(d) where for technical, practical o. legal reasons, 
the supply of goods and services can be carried 
out only by a particular contractor or supplier; 
(e) for contracts for the supply of additional goods 
and services or for additional building works 
which technically cannot be separated from the 
mai., contract. 
I) 0.1 NO I ~~S ,f it O~>rPrhor 1077 
Th~:rc shall be no discrimination between nationals 
of Member States on grounds of nationality in 
respect of contracts entered into hy the Foundation. 
Article 48 
Contracts inv~lving amounts exceeding 18000 ECUs . 
shall be subject to the authorization 
of the Adiinistrative Board. 
Article 49 
By way of guarantee of the performance of the 
contracts, it may be required o£ the suppliers or 
contractors by a clause included among the warranty 
clauses, that they make a preliminary deposit. 
The amount of the deposit shall be fixed: 
- according to the usual trade terms of supply 
contracts; 
- according to the special conditions governing 
building contracts. 
For building works involving an amount exccedin!! 
_ 200 000 rru~ - a deposit shall 
De'ODllgatorY." Asecuri'ty lay b-e retained unti 1 fi na 1 
acceptance of delivery. 
Where a contract has not . been performed or 
completion has been late, the Foundation shall ensure 
that it is adequately compensated in respect of all 
damages, interest and costs by the deduction of the 
amount from the deposit, whether this has been 
lodged directly by the supplier or contractor, or by a 
third party. 
Article SO 
Contracts may be made against invoice or hili of 
costs only where the expected value of the goods and 
services supRlied or of the buildinJ; _works does n~t 
exceed 300 E CU s . , . .. Thh 1 bit 
sha 11 bi increased to 750. E C!JS · 
for expenditure to be entered into outsi~e-tnt seal 
of the foundation. · · 
Article 51 
' 
1. When concluding contracts referred to in this 
--,;tegulation, the Foundation shall comply . with the 
measures laid down in respect of public works by 
the Council in implementation of the Treaty. 41 2 •• Jhe c:oilings : · specified in articles JjS to 50, -amr 
expressed 1n ECU~ shallliP <~uto:n2t1callv a(nustd wdn 
changes to corresoond1ng cell1ngs soec1fied1n the t1nancial 
requlatio~· 3cnlicaole to the general budget of the European 
Communities. i) ~ 
...... t·:i ~· 
. '
·• 
·.· 
. ··~ • . f . . !. . . . . . • • ~ Qffidal.Jo~'.ol'me:I.Uro~n co."'ni\J~*ks 
• 
,. 
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SICTlON 11 
,., ':' ~ ... 
JNVENTOR.Y Of MOVABLE AND lMMOVABLE 
. PB.OPEa'tY 
Artlt:ls$2 
·A· permanent quantitati~ in\"'eptory of all n:tovablc 
and immo,-able ptopert)' belon;ins to the f®ndation · · 
. shall be kept in acconLin~ with a model drawn up 
by the Commission. Only movable.' property. 
ex«eding a. speci(ic value provided fot in the 
measures of implementation taken under ~- 76 • 
shall be entered in the inventory. · · · · 
\ .. 
The Fo"undation·.~shall instrUCt its c!e,.ttments to 
.check that the entries iD the iavenro.rJ.~ 
to the faces. , . · · 
.• 
ArlideS3 
The sale of movable properry shaD be · 'suitably 
advertised as laid dowa in the ·meaauns of· 
!implemencatiOft raken under Anicle 76. . 
I • e 
Apart Erom throush sales 1>1 public auction, staff .of. 
.the Foundation · mar· -.or a~ aay moYablc 
pro~ sold br the foundadoia.. · 
.. 
/U1ideS4 
A statement or record· shall be dra~ up by ·the 
authorizins officer and endorsed by the Ymancial 
Controller whenever any property in the inventory is 
. disposed of, scrapped, hired our, or is missins on 
account of loss, theft or any other reason. 
Th.: statement Clr record shall indicate in particular · 
any obligation that may devolve on a meinbet of the 
staff .£ the Foundation . or .any other person eo 
replace the item in question. • 
'· . 
If immovable property or large installations are 
tnade available free of charge, they· must be covered 
• by contracts appro\"'ed by the Fanancial ContrOller, • 
and shall be the subjeCt: of an annual comm\inic:ation 
1i.. . . • &o_ the. ~om":'i~sion when the estimate of revenue :md. 
!t .... :;._·expenditure as presented.· ·· · · ·· '" 
.;_:~:~t~:~: . . . . . .. . ' . . .. 
'· 
.. 
. . , 
I • 
.... ~.·~! 
··14.6.76 
Anlcl.:fS 
Ever)· pul'chase of movable . or immovable property 
· as definC:cl in · Artic;le Sl shall, before payment is 
made, be aneted In rhe.permanent inventory. 
. . . 
... .·.~· 
. . . 
?u{ 
.SETON JR .. · 
:~.A~:"~; ~ 
li . ·. . t) ~ . . 
~et . ,,, 
.• • ," eS6 i'; 
The accounts shall be · i: by the method of doublei; 
entry; on the basis of . calendar year. They shalt!:\ 
ahow an m·enue and cndirure for the litaandat? 
, yeat; ther shall be then~ted by · sllpporti~ 
. ~JS. They may kept m the currency.of the\&; 
· country Where-~ Fou ·'on has its seat. . ~-
. 11' 
·. TM menue and ·.ex· .. 
baLmce .. aball be 
- . 
•tute . account ancl the .l 
up in EaJs. · 
·t 
_., 
~ .. · ..... I • • ·~:.. • • ~-. !'!·~--:. •. • .:.~·• • 
. .... 
.... .:. 
........,. .... 
r .. 
EntrieS relatins to the aceounts of the statement of 
revenue and expenditure and to commitments and 
. established entidements accounts shaH be made on 
the basis of an accounting plan comprisins a 
nomenclature of items which makes a dear 
discinction bet\',.een the balance sheet accounts and 
the ~diture and rC\•enue accounts in the 
statement of revenue and expenditure. 
These entries shall be recorded in books or. an cards. 
These shall make it possible to draw up a general 
monthly stiuement of accounts, and a. statement b)· 
chapter and arride, of rC\·enue and expenditure, 
which shall be forwarded to the financial Controller. 
;. .· ... 
ArtideSB 
All advances shall be entered in a sUspense account 
and settled at:;-daeda«'$, .during the financial rear . 
which follows 'the-payrnm1t<of this ad'oance.. 
•. 
• 
-. 4 .Ill 
..................... 
• .. . ·"":· ..... · 
.•. 
, ... •!JI"'. 
. I 
... . 
. • • I 
.. ' 
I 
. l 
. 
t 
-~ .•.. 
--·. ·-:-~--···- -:- ..... :· 
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AftitleS9 
~t.ail, of the mc:chuJ fur drawing up :ind operating 
. the .a.:~:ouncing pl~n sh:lll he .t~iJ down by the 
impJcmcl\cation. procedure rcfcrrc:cho in Anide 7'-
Article 60 
The .u.: .. ·uums ~ball l\c closed at the .. end of . the 
fin.anc:ial year to enable the halan.:c ~hea and the 
rc:~nuc .· and e-.;pcnditurt account rtfe,-rcd . to iA 
Tide vt eo be: drawn up. The tcvcnuc and cxpcndi~rc . 
account lhall be: aubmitced fO cbc : Fsnancial 
·Controller. · . · 
nmv 
ltESPONSIBluTtES OF AUTiiORIZI!t:O OFFICERS, FINASCIAL CONTROLJ..ERS. 
ACCOUNTING OFFICElt$ A..'tD l~tPREST·HOLD£RS 
1\Tiicle &I 
:.\uchori7ing oEficcrs who, when establishing 
!cntith:mcnrs · (o he ri."CO\'C:red. or issuing rcc:eiv:ablc: 
iorJcrs, entering inco commitments of cxpc:ndirurc: or 
:~si~ning p3)'ntcnt orJcrs do so without comp1)ing 
r: with this R.c~ul.lli\ln ~nd the rules for its 
. · irn,,:,·mcnucim\ \h:tU he liable to diS\:irtin.lry action 
".ln\1. where :tppropri.ue. to p.ay comrcnsadon. The . 
:- $o1ntc r.hatl.:ij"ply ifchey· omic to Jraw up a document 
; ,.,.,,.hli~hing a dcb\ Ju~ or if chcy n~ecc to issue 
'· rc..:ci\'able orders or :uc, without iustifacacioft. bee ill · 
· · is.uing them. 
ArlideQ 
' 
,. 
I 
I. Accounting officers and auiuanc accouminli' 
officns sh:~U l>.: la.\hlc: eo Ji"'1plinur ol(tion and. 
whcr.: .1ppropri:uc. tn payment en compensation in 
~ lnlpcst·hnldt."t$ ahall render thcm~lvcs liable to 
disciplinary ·. :acrion aRcS. where. appropriatCi eo 
p.aymcnc of com~tion in the .following cases: 
.• 
(a) whet. e they cannot give sadiactory proof• wida 
·· documents in due and prope form. of payments . 
made by chcm; ' . 
A 
jJ 
(h) \\·here they cf~"t payment i·,. part)' other can 
the cnddtd payee. .. . . 
1'hc-y sh~ll ~be: li.,t-. le t.o cf!sc:ipl · .ary actic.n and to 
payment of compcn ... ,uon m r ea of any loss ~r 
deterioration oi the monies, as and documents m 
their char~c :as a . rcwlc of a .· clibcra&C error or 
wrious ~i~cncc on their pan. 
3. · The . ia-:cc•unlina: offlCCfS, assi&tant a~cuunnnc 
offacers and impmc·holdc:rs shall iniurc cht-ms('h·cs 
apinsr the risks. arisinJ under fhis Anicle. 
COStS 
.··. 
··t 
. 'f 
"' . •• "1 
r~o~pcct 'of payments M2de by them in disregard of '::':'=.-=ri~~r.=~~~~~~~~~~~~:;r~::...a.,rr;.:..:..::..:.::;::.:.. 
chc: dUrd suhp:n:tgro~ph of Article 40. 
!lccounr.s, 
(a} where the pol)·mcncs or recoveries· macle by them 
do noc agree with the amounts on the paJMCM 
orders or receivable orders; · ! · 
~-· 
·Au\hwi.ting uf(ker:;. a .. ,.nmtinst ulli.:~. ""~i\&ant 
accountin~ . officers and impr~t-ho1dm wiJ be 
liable ro dis-.ipwry aaion and, . where appropriacc • 
.. ro cbc pa)lmtnt ol compensadon In mpccr cJ actiOns 
rcJacinJ 10 their dudes. . 
. The Foundaiicm shall be allnwcd a period of 1\\'0 
year. lrUin . IM clace when the tcWnue anJ 
cxpcndicurc a«ouna: is aubmi&ecd 10 t.akc a dc.:ia 
oo rhc: final .liscl4rac to lte given~ eo a«ouaciaa 
etBccn lot ~ht ~illaCrioas ,P.rifta rJacrcro.. 
. ----~----~---
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nTL£ VI 
~RESE~"lG AND AUDmNG THE ACCOUNTS 
SECTION I 
PRESENTING THE ACCOUNTS 
'• 
Article6S 
. 
The Administrative Board shall draw up each. year .. 
a revenue and , expenditure account for the 
'Foundation. · 
This account shall· be preceded by an analysis of the 
financial management in respect of the year in 
question. It shall ~\·er all re,·enue and e.'\.-penditure 
transactions relating to the preceding financial year. 
It shall be submitted in the same form and following 
the same subdh·isiOns as the statement ·of ·revenue 
and a-penditure. . . ___ .. . . . ___ -~ 
·- · ·. Articie 66 
The r~·enue anJ ,~xrenJirure ac~aunt shall include 
the followinJt tah.cs clusified in accordance \lith 
the no3enclature If th~ stete;Eml of revenue and 
expenditure. of t68 Ad~inistrative Board, 
• 1. A tahlc of r&:\·c~uc induding: 
- ~timatcd rC\·enue_ for the financial ye;ar; 
11 
- amcmtmcnts to the revenue estimates as a 
result of . surplementary or amending 
st3temcnts· . .. --~  .. tm.Jtque co'~.E..l~t!~!i"'~jhe· financt al year; · 
· ~ antit1e~nts still. to be collected fros the 
" 
preced1ag year; .. 
--·-entitlements established in the course of the 
· . financial jar; . 
- amounts sto be collected at the end of the 
financial year. 
A statement s~ll be annexed, where a~propriate, 
to this table, ~'-showing ·the balances and gross 
amounts of the transactions referred to in 
Article 22. '" 
2. A table sho, .. ing the uend in appropriations in 
-respect of the financial year, indicating_: 
- the initial appropriations; 
- any amendments to appropriations introduced 
by means of transfers; 
- any amendments · introduced' by mean~· of 
supplementary or amending statements; 
--.the final appropriations for the fiq_anc:ial year. 
3. A tahle of expenditure showing the use of 
appropriatio!ls in respect of the finandhl ye:1r, 
~ cf2':' indicatingo 
- the: total appropriations; 
- the commitments entered into and charge:lhl~ 
to the financial rear; 
..;.... the payments made at the enJ of the period 
of implementation of the statement of re,•enue 
and expcnd\ture; 
__; dte amou~ts sn11 to be paid at the close of 
the financial year; 
- the appropnanons carried forward 
automatically under Article 6 (1) (c); 
- the av"'ilable appropriations carried forward 
under Anicle 6 (1) (b); 
- ~e available appropriations to be cancelled. 
A statement shall be annexed to this table, where 
appropriate, shGwing the balances and gross 
amounts of the ttansactions referred to in 
Article 22. 
4.. A table showing the .!!!!... of . appropriations 
··. • carried forward from preceding financial years, 
indicating: 
- the amount of appropriations carried 
· forward; 
...::. the pay~ents shown in the accounts at the 
end of the period of implementation of the 
statement of rC\·enue and expenditure; 
- the unused appropriations to be cancelled; 
~.~ ........ _-,_ ... -.... - . •·.-
N1ideti7 
The Administrative Board shall also .. draw up a 
balance sheet of the assets and· liabilities of the 
Foundatipn as at 31 December of the preceding 
.financial year. A statement of accounts, shmdng 
cash movements and balances, drawn up as at the 
same date, shall be ·attached thereto. 
Artide68 
The AdministrariYe Board shall, by 31 March at the 
lates~ send the re\~enue and expenditure account and 
the balance sheet of the Foundation for the preceding 
financial. }'~~;;~:J:o~nlission, .. i:~~ -~C.Jncil, ~':~ 
Europeii'UtvUiiemnltbe tourt -of4udUors. 
-.. ,_ 
·-r· 
.. ~· 
i 
~ 
-' 
... 
;-t 
' • 1'· ~-
. ' j 
'• 
·-
, . 
... 
f. 
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SECTION li 
CHECKING THE ACCOlJNTS 
Article 69 
The information supplied under (b) may be 
requested only by the Court of Auditors • 
The Court of Auditors sha 11 be empowered to audit the 
he C~Qi Audii2rs shall exorcise its powers in respect 
of the FounJ:uion in :tccord:mcc with the Fin:tnci:tl 
Regulation applk-able to the general budget of the 
European Communities. 
Uocumems m rl·spcct of the re,·enue and expenditure 
which arc held in the departments of the Found:1tion 
anJ, in partkubr, in the dcp:trtmcnt responsil:>lc for 
decisions in respect of such revenue and expenditure. 
The task of est:tblishing that the revenue has been 
received and the expenditure incurred in a lawful 
and proper manner, and that the financial 
management has been sound, shall extend to the 
utilization, by bodies outside the Foundations, of 
Community funds received by way ofaid. 
Article 70 
The Foumbtion shall forw:trd to the Wt-Lnf Au~ 
on a quarterly basis and at the btest within the month 
which follows the end of the quarter, the docui:nents 
~"Upporring the :J.ccounts, in particubr the documents 
and certificates in respect of the correct application 
of the provisions which goYern the implementation 
of the statement of rcYenuc and expenditure :tnd 
relating to the commitment and payment of 
expenditure and the establishment and collection of 
reYenue. 
The Court of Audttors ~ay question the foundation on 
the SU6ject of the-siid supporting docu•ents. ' 
The granting of aid to bodies outside the Foundation 
shall be subject to the- acceptance by .the \ecipient? of 
the audit being carried out by the Lourt of Aud1 tors 
the utilization of the amounts granted as aid. 
Artide72 
cm 
Any comments which the Court of Auditors considers 
should appear in its report shill be communicated to 
the Commission and to the Foundation. 
·- . The Foundation shall send its reply to tljs Court..9i • 
the 
~Q.CS and. at the same time, to the Commission. 
The C~t of Auditors shall :nttch to its report an 
The Foundation shall afford the Court of Auditors all :lSSessment of the soundnec:s of the financial 
Article 71 
facilities and gj,-e it :t!l the information which the management. 
Court of Au di fors •ay consider necessary for the 
P'8r=lor:ariceof11s task. 
In particular, the Foundation shall place at the dispos:tl 
of the Audit Board all documents concerning the 
conclusion of contracts and all accounts of cash or 
ll)aterials, all accounting records or • supporting 
documents, and also administrative documents 
pertaining thereto, all documents relating to revenue 
and expenditure, :tll inventories, all lists of posts in 
the departments, vhi eh the Court of Audi tor;J may 
consider necessary for auditing tnc re\!C'i1Ue and 
expenditure account on the hasis of records or on 
the spot. 
To this end, the offici:1ls whose operations arc 
inspected by the C~o.iJu.illJ>~ shall in 
pa rti cu 1 ar: 
(a) make available their cash in hand, and present 
any other cash, securities and all types of assets, 
and the supporting documents in respect of their 
r.tcwardship, with which they are entrusted, and 
also any books, registers and other documents 
relating thereto; 
(b) present the correspondence and any other 
Jo.:u;mm rcquireJ fur the: full implementation of 
the audit. 
Artide '73 
The Court of Auditors shall conclude its report on the 
accounts tor the preceding financial year not later 
than 15 July, and shall send it to the Foundation 
and to Commission: TheCo.!i!.!..2i Audi tors sha 11, not 1 a tar 
than that date, make known its observations on the 
balance sheet. 
The Foundation shall submit the revenue and 
expenditure account, the balance sheet and the 
n:port of theCq_urt of Auditors, together vi th the r~p 1i es 
to the comments, "tou~.Curopean l'arliaml.'nt ::mc1 
the Council h,- 31 Octorer at the latest. The report ef tile 
~urt of Audftors~)nd the ~ oundati on_ 1 s re,::, h c s t:l tr.~~!! 
ooservafions, snail be pubh shed oy ,:iercu;:-t or ;.u:ltors • 
in the *Qffi~ial Jc~rnnl 1 • 
Article n 
The EuroP.!an Parli~oent,upon a reeo~aendation froa the CpL~ 
whTcli$5al ~uarnreac:arori1f;Shal1, --
betorc 30 April of the next ye.u, give a d1scnargc 
to the Administr:ttive Board of the Foundation in respeci 
th~ implementation of th~ statement of revenue and 
expenditure. If that date cannot be met, the Council 
or the European Parliament sh:tll inform the 
Administr:ttive Board of the reasons for postponing 
the decision. 1 
.• 
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The Administrative BoarJ sh:lll take all appropriate 
steps to comrly with the commems appearing in the 
decisions giving discharge. At the request of the 
European Parliament, the Council or the 
Commission, the Administrative Board shall report on 
the me.1surcs taken in the light of these comments. 
This n:port shall also he forwarded to the Court of 
Auditors. ~
Subject to the pwns10ns of the second sentence o{ 
the second subparagraph, the Foundation must give 
an account, in an Annex to the revenue :111d 
expenditure account for the next financial year, of . 
the measures taken in the light of the comments 
appearing in the decision giving discharge. 
TITLE VII 
FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article 75 Artide 76 
The Administr;J.tivc Board shall iniorm the fill!.d. 
of _Audi tars as soon :ts possible, of all decisions and 
On a proposal by the Director and ,,,,.ith the assent of 
the Financial Controller the Administrative Board 
shail establish the pwcedures required fur 
implementing this Regulation" measures taken in implernentatjon of Aniclcs 3, 6 (6), 
14 and 21. 
The C~.P"t of AudiJqr.; and the Financial Controller shail 
• 
be informcJ of the appointment of the accounting 
ofiicer, assistant acc.ounting officers ;J.nd imp•~t­
holders made in accordan..:e with Articles 20 and 4-3. 
Done at Brussels, 1 June 1976. 
Article 77 
This Regulation shall enter into fore~ o.r. t.i,e fifth 
day following its publication in •he Offici.:Ji }o11rnal 
of the European Communities. 
I 
For the ~ozmcil 
The Pre-$idmt 
; 
G. THORN 
I 
